FEATURE
"ASCEND will help us spot and develop talent
in a fair and consistent manner";
"The data from 3600 assessment will be used
to place the right people in the right job";
"ASCEND will be an extremely powerful tool
to help leaders demonstrate our core value of
'Development of People' "

ASCEND
‘We are a great organization to work for’ is an important
element of our Corporate Vision. We have also set ourselves
up for very ambitious targets for the next five years in our
‘DreamPlan’. The fast changing external business environment
and the changing internal demographic profile is sure to make
the journey exceedingly challenging.
Development of Leadership with the capabilities that can
sustain the change in business environment and deliver
DreamPlan goals has therefore become more crucial than
ever before. This can only be achieved through a structured
process which will help us spot and nurture talent across the
organization.
Talent will be the big differentiator between companies that
succeed and those that don’t. Those that win will be led by
people who can adapt their organizations to change, make
the right strategic bets, take calculated risks, conceive and
execute value-creating opportunities and build and rebuild
competitive advantage. Only one competency lasts. It is the
ability to create a steady, self renewing stream of leaders.
Money is just a commodity. Talent supplies the edge.
- Ram Charan, Bill Conaty – Talent Masters

The Journey
The first structured Leadership Development initiative we
undertook was under Project CALIBER [Creating & Assessing
Leaders In BPCL to Energise (Human) Resources], to assess
the leadership bench strength and develop leaders to support
Project Destiny aspirations. As part of Project CALIBER, 3600
assessments of the senior and middle level managers were
carried out to ascertain targeted development required to
improve their leadership capabilities. The initiative benefitted
the individual, by providing them with deeper insights of their
strengths and areas for development and also the organization,
with a comprehensive data on our leadership bench strength. It
was imperative therefore to scale the developmental initiative to
lower levels, which constitutes 80% of our management staff
strength, in order to be future ready in the true sense. This was
further reinforced by the feedback received from employees
through various surveys like ‘Employment Value Proposition
Surveys’ and ‘Engagement Surveys’ administered from time
to time by us.
Organizational behavior is largely influenced by the corporate
culture and organizational values. Hence, before scaling
this initiative, we undertook an exercise to re-validate BPCL
Values and Culture statement, for which we launched surveys
to collect data, engaged with field formations, and the Apex
Council and came out with a rearticulated set of Culture
and Values statement for BPCL and also remodeled our
Competency framework.

Mr. R. K. Singh
C & MD

Mr. S.P. Gathoo
Director (HR)

"Individuals will have a greater opportunity of
influencing decisions that shape their career";
"All will get an opportunity to state their
aspirations";
"The individual's aspirations, reports from
assessment and conversations with line
managers will go into making a developmental
plan for each staff that will help them realise
their own aspirations"

ASCEND – an Integrated Talent Management Framework
Building on the co-created Culture, Values and Competency
framework, an initiative was launched to integrate elements of
our collective ambition and build capabilities to transform BPCL
into a great organization. The Talent Management team worked
with field formation, the Management Council, HR Council and
the Apex Council and came out with a framework which is now
known to you as ‘ASCEND – Prove. Grow. Lead’ - which aims
to spot and nurture talent at all levels in the organization.
Our C&MD, Mr. R.K. Singh launched ASCEND, the integrated
talent management framework, on 6th March, 2012. Our C&MD
and Director (HR) addressed all the management staff on the
occasion and in their address, which was relayed through
webcast, spoke about the benefits of the process, both for the
individuals as well as the organisation. The reverberations of
this latest initiative from the HR stable were felt by all – there
was a spring in the step, a song in the heart and an uplifting
feeling that transcended all boundaries. We actually had an
inspiring initiative – ASCEND – by the people, of the people,
for the people . . .

Self-awareness
“Know thyself” thus spake Socrates. Benjamin Franklin
echoed his sentiments, “There are three things extremely hard:
steel, a diamond, and to know one’s self.” Self-awareness is
definitely the first milestone on the leadership developmental
journey, a key factor associated with high performance and
potential and an indicator of long-term career success. It
appears to be the trait that best explains why some leaders
succeed when others derail. An effective way to increase
self-awareness is through feedback instruments such as
multi-rater 3600 assessments, which ask the line manager,
peers and direct reports to rate an individual on a set of
competencies. Such assessments enable leaders to compare
their self-perception with others’ perceptions, become aware
of their blind spots and then step onto the road to greater
self-awareness and, ultimately, greater effectiveness.
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Objectives of ASCEND
z

To create an objective data bank of employee’s
aspirations and their potential

z

To identify high potential talent within the organization
and accelerate their grooming

z

To get line managers to own and commit to the
development of their team

z

To provide the organization with its leadership
‘bench strength’

z

To facilitate individuals in career fulfilment

z

To build a performance culture

z

To enhance engagement by building ‘transparency’ and
‘fairness’

z
z

z

z

z

The ASCEND Framework
A talented person is defined as a high performing Individual
with potential to rise to and succeed in more senior, critical
positions. Potential is a combination of an Individual’s Ability,
Engagement and Aspiration. The performance assessment
(PMS) will continue to be carried out every year. The potential
assessment as per the new framework will be done through a
3600 assessment of competencies, followed by talent review,
once in two years. The Leadership Assessment Process will be
applicable to all officers in Job Groups C to G.

Your talent will be visible in the organization
You will receive a well rounded feedback from your
manager, peers and subordinates which will help you raise
your self-awareness and plan your development better
You will have an opportunity to voice your career aspiration.
Your input will be the focal point for shaping your career
Year-on-year the process will provide you feedback on
your progress against your developmental plan using
which you can calibrate your progress as well as plan your
career better.
Leadership competency assessment will form an important
input in career planning decisions. The assessment will
help you to be aligned to the appropriate set of roles,
based on competencies required to achieve DreamPlan
goals. These opportunities will help you excel and achieve
superlative performance. You would thus get a chance to
be a part of the BPCL growth story.

%HQH¿WVWRWKHOrganization
z
z
z

z

Accurate estimation of the leadership bench strength.
Planned and targeted developmental initiatives
Enhance Employee Engagement and Performance
Culture
Enhance organizational effectiveness

Potential = Aspiration + Ability + Engagement
ASPIRATION
The extent to which an
individual wants or desires
prestige & recognition,
advancement and influence,
financial rewards, work –
life balance and overall job
enjoyment.

ENGAGEMENT
An employee’s engagement
results from their emotional
(value, enjoy and believe in
the organization) and rational
commitment (believes that
staying with the organization
is in their best interest) and
willingness to go ‘above and
beyond’ the call of duty.

POTENTIAL

ABILITY

A combination of the innate
characteristics (mental /
cognitive agility and emotional
intelligence) and learned skills
(technical/ functional skills and
interpersonal skills) that an
individual utilizes to carry out
his/her day-to-day work.
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ASCENDING THE
CORPORATE LADDER
Leadership Development
HRD has a basket of solutions to bridge the competency
gaps in candidates - self directed learning,
on-the-job learning, development assignments, leadership
development programs, executive coaching etc.
Feedback by Line Managers
The Individual Development Plan is prepared and
communicated to each candidate by his Line Manager
along with the outcome of the 3600 assessment and
together they can work towards implementing the plan.
Multi-level Talent Review
Talent reviews are conducted at Regional / Business /
Corporate levels wherein every candidate is discussed on
performance, achievements and the competency scores
from the 3600 assessment. A candid discussion is held to
gain a clear perspective of the strengths and development
needs of each individual and how each stacks up against
each other. The Talent Review Panel (TRP) rates the
overall Engagement and Aspiration levels of the candidate,
arrives at the final Potential score, career path and role
shifts and provides input for the Individual’s Development
Plans accordingly
On-line Survey
The Talent Management team launches the
on-line survey, which is conducted in a 3600 format,
and inputs are collected from the candidate’s
Manager, Peers and Subordinates on 12 Leadership
Competencies (see Box). The candidate also fills in a
self survey and states his ambition and achievements.
The average performance scores (PMS) of three
years preceding the year of assessment determines
the Performance evaluation. The aggregate score
on leadership competencies derived from multi-rater
assessment will measure the Ability of the candidate.
All raters are requested to be open, honest and prompt
in responding to the survey. The feedback from
subordinates and peers is processed confidentially.

Identification of Raters
Each candidate identifies his current Line Manager,
Subordinates and Peers through an application in
MyPortal.
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This is just the beginning of our commitment to develop
a truly integrated Talent Management framework. We are
parallely working on the other pieces being Career Path,
Succession Plan and Structured Learning framework.
Once all of these seamlessly enmesh and are available
to individuals and leaders in the organization, we would
have truly ASCENDed.
- Ms. Dipti Sanzgiri, ED (HRD)

It All Depends On Us
As the familiar adage goes, “The best-laid plans of mice and
men . . . ” This uplifting initiative, planned so meticulously,
will all come to nought if it is not implemented with due
diligence, sensitivity and responsibility. ‘Development
of people’ is the core value of ASCEND. This process is
designed to support development and make every individual
successful rather than filtering out, which is why at the end
of the assessment, each individual will be provided with a
Development Plan of his own.
Each one has a role to play. The candidate needs to chalk out
his aspiration, the Line Manager, Peers and Subordinates will
accurately identify the strength and competency gaps, the
Talent Review Panel will map his talent development needs
and HR will adopt measures to ensure that he receives the
necessary developmental support. Each one is a cog in
the wheel of progress and has to maintain the spirit of the
process and thereby, aid in meeting the strategic objectives
of the organisation. This is a win-win proposition for all!
“It is not in the stars to hold our destiny but in ourselves,” said
William Shakespeare. Our company has devised a marvellous
initiative to help us ascend the corporate ladder, equipped with
the appropriate competencies for the journey. Having been
launched in an Olympic year, each one of us can hold aloft this
flaming torch of ‘people development’ and sincerely go the
extra mile while enabling fulfilling careers in the organization.
Fired with zeal, we’re prepared to ‘ascend’ to any levels to take
this organisation to dizzying heights . . . .

Leadership Competencies
Business Cultural Leadership







Focus on Customer
Entrepreneurial Drive
Shaping Strategic Thinking
Stakeholder Influencing
Passion for Execution
Empowerment with Accountability

People Cultural Leadership







Team Leadership
Organizational Effectiveness and Collaboration
Emotionally Attuned Management
Building Shared Vision
Coaching
Learning Agility

FEATURE

Mr. K.K. Gupta, Director (M), Mr. P. C. Srivastava, ED (Lubes), Mr. S. Ramesh, ED (Retail) I/C,
0U*HRUJH3DXO(' /3* WKH/XEHVWHDP VHQLRURI¿FLDOV
BPCL launched a new generation lubricant, MAK 4T NXT, for all
new generation motorbikes with 4 stroke engines. The launch
function on 9th April 2012 at Mumbai was presided over by Mr.
K. K. Gupta, Director (Marketing), biking enthusiasts and our
dealers and distribution partners.
MAK 4T NXT is a unique offering designed especially for all
modern high end bikes to generate maximum performance.
The product meets JASO MA2 specifications and has been
formulated in collaboration with a technology partner and
its performance tested in international laboratories. Some of
the tests done in the international laboratories evaluated the
lubricant’s impact on clutch performance, gear protection,
piston cleanliness, power/ acceleration modeling and fuel
consumption.
Feedback after field trials from passionate bike enthusiasts
confirmed MAK 4T NXT’s superiority over competing products
with respect to pick up, gear shift, smoothness, clutch
performance and also fuel economy. The
key parameter which stood out was the
riding experience after changing the oil
which was reflected in the exhilarating
ride, smooth functioning of engine parts,
good mileage and pick up.
BPCL also collated inputs from
mechanics and the dealer network that
have been critical while formulating
this new generation oil. MAK 4T NXT
provides ultimate protection and
performance enabling 4T engines to
deliver high power and torque under
arduous conditions.
Currently 4T oils in the market are
available in 3 viscometry levels – API SL
20W-40, 10W-30 and 20W-50. These

4T oils available in the market either give fuel economy or good
pick-up or engine durability. MAK 4T NXT has been designed
to deliver all three feature namely good pick up, power and
optimum mileage. This is the USP of the new lubricant.
The 4T segment is rapidly growing and reports indicate that
there are currently 133.75 million motorcycles on the road which
offer a huge potential for lubricant sales. The key growth driver in
this segment is India’s youth or Gen Next who comprise nearly
35-40% of the total population. For the youth of India and for
users with a higher age profile, the motorbike has evolved from
only being a means of transport to being a fashion statement.
MAK 4T NXT with its differentiated features and sharp imagery
has been conceptualized to target this segment.
The product will be available at all BPCL outlets and the other
distribution network in bazaar channels. The product comes in
pack sizes of 900 ml and 1 Lt and the package is designed in
contemporary style to facilitate ease of use.
MAK is a young and sporty brand,
delivering performance with an emotional
connect. A young brand connects with a
young audience and the feedback from
the youth is very important in influencing
our decisions in terms of product
offerings. BPCL continues to create value
for stakeholders by offering innovative
products and services with an ultimate
aim of customer satisfaction.
The launch of the MAK 4T NXT was
supported by an aggressive 3600
communication including TV, print, radio,
outdoor and digital. Social media will be
used to connect with bikers’ groups and
the younger audience.
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ATF Pipeline Commissioned

BPCL Signs MoU With MoP&NG

ur infrastructure got a flying boost when our C&MD,
Mr. R.K. Singh commissioned the ATF Pipeline from
Mumbai Refinery to Santacruz Airport on 30.3.2012.
Innovative steps like digital monitoring of parameters
and online real time video monitoring of the ATF Pipeline
ROU has led to enhanced safety & surveillance of this
pipeline. Also present on the occasion were Mr. B.K. Datta,
Director (R), Mr. S.P. Gathoo, Director (HR), Mr. Anurag Deepak,
ED (Pipelines), Mr. N. Manohar Rao, DGM (Ops.) Pipelines,
Mr. S.N. Jalali, DGM (Maint.) Pipelines & the Pipeline team.

O

Mr. R.K. Singh, C&MD and Mr. G.C. Chaturvedi,
Secretary, MoP&NG exchange MOU documents.
PCL entered into a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) with MoP&NG for 2012-13. The MoU was
signed on 30th March, 2012 by Mr. G.C. Chaturvedi,
Secretary, MoP&NG and Mr. R.K. Singh, our C&MD. BPCL
has been consistently awarded an 'Excellent' rating for their
MoU performance, right since its inception.

B
Umang Flourishes in BPCL

apturing the exuberance in carrying out Corporate Social Responsibility activities, the CSR booklet, ‘Umang’ was
released by our C&MD, Mr. R.K. Singh on 30.3.2012 along with Mr. K.K. Gupta, Director (M), Mr. S.P. Gathoo, Director
(HR), Mr. S. Varadarajan, Director (F) and Mr. B.K. Datta, Director (R). Covering the various CSR initiatives of the
Corporation being executed pan India, the booklet will be our tool to communicate our efforts in thrust areas like education,
water conservation and livelihood opportunities with internal as well as external stakeholders.

C
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Vibrant iConnect Site Launched

MR Lifts RBNQA Award for the Fifth Time !
etting recognition under the prestigious Ramkrishna
Bajaj National Quality Award (RBNQA) has become
a goal that many businesses strive to obtain. The
award commands instant respect and admiration from
others in the industry. There have been hardly any winners
of this award from the oil industry, considering the fierce
competition from industrial giants like TATA, RIL, Vedanta
Group, BHEL, M&M, L&T etc.

G
e’re living in a global village today, where everything
revolves around connections and networking
continues its reign as the mantra for achievement
of business goals. This explains the phenomenal success
of networking sites, where people connect on a daily basis
to share pictures, information, course work and common
interests. In an organization context, the pace and quality
of information flow dictate business success. IIS decided
to upgrade our Intralink to make it more user-friendly and
establish a wider web of connections across the company.
Taking a leaf from the Apple stable of products, it has been
christened as ‘iConnect’ for a personal touch.

W

Our C&MD, Mr. R. K. Singh formally inaugurated the new
Intralink site – “iConnect” on 22nd May, 2012, from the
CO Board Room. The new portal boasts of extremely
useful functionality which provides the end user with a
uniform, simple, intuitive, personalized and collaborative
environment. iConnect will empower users in BPCL to
contribute to their respective SBU/ Entity site, as well as the
corporate site through automated workflows. Teams can
work more closely with their members online with the help of
this collaborative environment. This is a golden opportunity
for all of us to contribute our news, views and general data,
which will form a treasure trove of collective information,
enabling the entire knowledge management process. Let’s
make BPCL a great knowledge environment!

Dr. Shashi Tharoor, MP & Former Minister of State for
External Affairs presented the RBNQA award to Mr. P.S.
%KDUJDYD (' ,& 0XPEDL 5H¿QHU\ 0U 66 6XQGHUDMDQ
*0 2SV  0U.$.XQMXPRQ&KLHI0DQDJHU 40 

Despite all odds, Mumbai Refinery has achieved a unique
and enviable record of getting the Performance Excellence
Award under RBNQA consecutively for 5 times in a row,
every time improving the overall score for the seven
criteria that get evaluated during the process of deciding
the winners. Mumbai Refinery also had the honour of
making a presentation on Best Practices under the criteria
“Measurement Analysis” during the award conference
titled ‘Making Quality Happen’. The presentation made by
Mr. M.D. Agrawal, GM (IS) MR was well appreciated.

Engaged Employees Energise BPCL
Are our employees engaged ? Corporate HRD launched an ‘Employee Engagement Survey’ in collaboration
with ‘Corporate Leadership Council’ of Corporate Executive Board, a business research platform for functional
executives. The results were outstanding ! The level of engagement of our employees is superior in comparison
with Indian and global benchmarks. Feedback was sought from the entire population in JGs A to F and 2736
staff responded to the survey. The objectives were to measure the engagement level of our employees, evaluate
company’s effectiveness at engaging employees and identify improvement opportunities.
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Mr. R.K. Mehra, ED (IT) signs a term contract agreement with KPC MD, Mr. Nasser Bader Al-Mudhaf in the presence of
our C&MD, Mr. R.K. Singh, Director (R), Mr. B.K. Datta and Advisor (IFD) MOP&NG, Mr. Subba Rao.
BPCL delegation visited SARAMCO & KPC to accomplish
term contract deals, thus assuring continuous crude oil
supplies to our Mumbai, Kochi and JV BORL refineries.
IT has succeeded in sourcing and finalising term contract
deals with the world’s biggest suppliers & OPEC’s leading
oil producer, SARAMCO with a highest upliftment contracted
quantity of 132,000 bpd (barrels per day) during 2012-13
for BPCL & BORL. This makes the BPCL group India’s
largest buyer of Saudi grades of crude oil amongst the Oil
PSUs. The top level management of SARAMCO including

A

MR Lifts Nasscom IT User Award

Sr. Vice President, Mr. Khalid G.Al –Buainain & Mr. Dawood M.
Al-Dawood, Vice President, Marketing Supply & Joint venture
co-ordination met the BPCL delegation and showed their
keenness to partner in BPCL’s growth story, appreciating the
co-ordination between the two oil companies at all levels.
The signing ceremony for the term contract also took place
with ED (IT) signing the term contract for supply of KEC
grade crude oil with KPC, MD Mr. Nasser Bader Al-Mudhaf,
assuring crude oil security to the BPCL group for 2012-13.
isplaying its prowess in the IT field, BPCL’s Mumbai
Refinery was declared the winner of the Nasscom IT
User Award 2012 under the Energy - Oil & Gas Sector
category for implementation of a Business Performance
Management and Intelligence (BPMAI) system. This system
is an enterprise information portal that integrates various
heterogeneous systems and provides a unified access of
plant and business systems across refineries and to all
levels of management. Besides enabling management
to drill down on the business KPIs and track and monitor
performance on a real time basis, this will aid in achieving
operational excellence in the refinery.

D

Mr. M.D. Agrawal, then DGM (IS), receives the award
from Mr. Sachin Pilot, Hon’ble Minister of State, Ministry
of Communications & IT along with Mr. P.L.N. Murthy,
GM (Maint.) and Mr. D. Srikumar, Mgr. (IS).
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Western Region Wins the Coveted BQB 2012 Crown
balmy evening, the sprawling lawns of Trombay
Club and intellectual questions provided the ideal
setting for the sixth edition of Brand Quiz Baadshah.
Derek O’ Brien, the quizmaster posed questions that
were meticulously researched across a wide spectrum
of subjects. The contest of six teams (4 Regions and 2
Refineries) was pulsating and fortunes shifted with every
round. Western Region and Mumbai Refinery, the traditional
rivals, managed to once again stay ahead of the pack and
were neck to neck in the end. Western Region eventually
pressed the buzzer for the final question and answered
correctly to wrest the initiative from Mumbai Refinery. It
was one hour of absolute entertainment with the audience
fully engrossed and always in with a chance to win prizes
themselves.

A

Our C&MD, Mr. R. K. Singh graciously did the honours,
presenting Amit Agarwal, Krishnakumar G and Ninad Singh
of Western Region with the winner’s cheque and coveted
BQB crown. Mumbai Refinery, represented by U.S.N. Bhat,
Rahul Kamble and Shrirang Wadekar were Runners Up.
The BQB 2012 finalists were zeroed in from around 2500
entrants who emerged winners from the online challenge
and the subsequent regional finals held at various locations
across India. Regional winners then flew in for the dazzling
finals in Mumbai on 21st April 2012.

Winners
- Western
Region Team
with C&MD

Runners Up
- Mumbai
5H¿QHU\7HDP
with C&MD

Meanwhile, in the BQB Open Quiz for Corporates, which was
held soon after the BPCL finals the same evening, 'Accenture'
emerged winners defeating 'NTPC' on the very last question
of the quiz. The other teams in the fray were TCS and Oracle,
apart from the top two teams of BPCL. The presence of our
dynamic C&MD and Directors, the lively participants and
energetic audience all contributed to the success of BQB
2012 – yet another sparkler in the events calendar.

Corporate
Winners,
Accenture
with
C&MD
& Derek
O'Brien

Rewarded for Learning & Development
PCL has been conferred with the 7th BML Munjal
Awards for Excellence in Learning & Development.
These awards, one of the biggest draws of the Mindmine
Summit, honours India’s finest organisations, which have
made momentous contributions in the arena of human
capital development. They are given to companies that
have consistently used training, learning and development
as a source of competitive advantage and where people's
growth forms an integral part of their business strategy. This
award is an affirmation of our progress towards making our
company a Learning Organisation.

B

ED (HRD) and the BPLC team receive the coveted award
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KR Wins Several Safety Awards

he Integrated Refinery Expansion Project (IREP) at
Kochi Refinery with a capital expenditure of Rs.14,225
crores is going full steam ahead. This is by far the
biggest investment by BPCL and also the single biggest
investment in the state. The project is targeted to be
completed by December, 2015.

T

Mr John Minu Mathew, ED (KR) received the Excellent
Award from Mr. Shibu Baby John, Hon’ble Minister for
Labour and Rehabilitation.
Kochi Refinery won the Excellent Award for Very Large
Factories (Chemical Petroleum & Petrochemical) 2011
instituted by Dept. of Factories & Boilers, Govt. of Kerala.

The project envisages expansion of crude refining capacity
by 6 MMTPA to 15.5 MMTPA, building capability to process
100% high sulphur crude oil (the design average crude
sulphur content is 2.66 wt%), upgradation of residue from
the entire 15.5 MMTPA refinery to value added distillates
and petcoke, production of MS and HSD meeting Euro-IV
specifications with capability to produce up to 30% HSD
meeting Euro-V specifications, and secondary processing
facility to support a downstream petrochemicals project.
The major units and capacities are given below:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Crude Unit
Delayed Coker Unit
Petro FCC Unit
VGO HDT
DHDT
NHT/Isom (Revamp)
Hydrogen Unit
SRU/TGTU

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

10.5 MMTPA
3.84 MMTPA
2.20 MMTPA
3.00 MMTPA
4.30 MMTPA
0.24 MMTPA
97,000 TPA
2 x 340 TPD

The Nelson Complexity Factor of the Refinery will improve to
9.6 from the current level of 6.3 and the Energy Factor will
increase from 4.5 to around 8 with IREP.The Government
of Kerala has sanctioned a number of incentives for the
project.
Mr. A.A. Aziz, Hon’ble MLA, Eravipuram presented
the award to Mr. Damien Gracious, DGM (F&S),
0U .XPDU 5 60 ) 6  0U %DLMX 5 1DLU
Mr. V. Narayanan (JSC members).
KR also won the Best Safety Committee Award for best
performance of the safety committee during 2011.

Kochi Refinery is poised to become a world class refinery
in size and complexity with the implementation of this
project. It will also become the biggest refinery in south
India. With the proposed downstream petrochemical project
as a joint venture at a capital expenditure of Rs. 6,000
crores, Ambalamugal is destined to become a petroleum/
petrochemical hub in the next four years.

BPCL Wins CSR Award Again
PCL bagged the CIDC Vishwakarma Award for
the second time in a row for CSR for our Women
Empowerment and Livelihood Generation initiative in
Lucknow along with our NGO partner, SEWA. Through this
CSR project, we have generated employment for more than
500 underprivileged rural women.

B
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The award was presented
by Mr. Virbhadra Singh,
Hon’ble Union Minister
of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises, to
Mr. Lalit Watts, Chief Mgr.
HRS (North).

BPCL Acquires Most Admired Tag
BPCL cemented its status as one of India’s most
respected Corporate Houses when it was named
among India’s 50 Most Admired Companies in a
recent ranking published in Fortune India Magazine.
Fortune, in collaboration with Hay Group, the HR
consulting firm, put together this definitive Report Card
on Corporate Reputations. 425 companies shortlisted
from 15 industries were selected on the basis of size,
contribution to national GDP, growth rate, maturity of
industry, competition within the industry, a minimum
number of players and national presence. A total of
507 executives across 291 companies participated in
the survey and rated each company across parameters
of consistency, quality, talent management, corporate
governance, social responsibility and delivering value to
investors. Let's continue the good work !

CUBE Regional Workshops
aving achieved new highs in the areas of Collaboration and
Customer Centricity during the Conceptual Design Phase
(CDP), Project CUBE (Customer Understanding for Business
Excellence) has now embarked upon its journey in the next phase.
This initiative sponsored by Director (M) is primarily aimed at the
following:
 )RVWHULQJ D FXOWXUH RI FROODERUDWLRQ DW WKH ILHOG OHYHO E\
establishing cross BU Customer Innovation Councils (CICs)
 7DNLQJDo view of our customers to understand them better
and cross leverage products, services and databases available
with each of the BUs to tap this potential to the fullest
 $SSO\LQJDQDO\WLFVRQH[LVWLQJGDWDILHOGVWRFUHDWHDGHHSHUDQG
meaningful data analysis to augment the understanding of our
customers
 (QJDJLQJZLWK&KDQQHOSDUWQHUV 52'HDOHUV/3*'LVWULEXWRUV
PLDs/ILDs, Industrial Distributors etc.) to deliver a superior
customer experience on a consistent basis
 :RUNLQJRQWKHFRQFHSWRI´2QH%3&/µWRVWDUWORRNLQJEH\RQG
BUs by offering integrated solutions to B2B customers.
The Conceptual Design Phase of CUBE was run at 6 locations
viz. Surat, Indore, Jaipur, Lucknow, Patna and Bangalore. These
CUBE locations have been instrumental in the overall success of
CDP. In the second phase, we have spread our wings to cover
6 more locations viz. Pune, Jalandhar, Kolkata, Bhubaneswar,
Coimbatore and Hyderabad. All the sales team members of these
locations form a part of the CUBE Teams that work together on
understanding the needs of a focus customer segment. Four CUBE
Regional Workshops held at Noida, Mumbai, Kolkata & Chennai
were attended by the regional heads from all BUs, nominated
regional role holders and the newly inducted CUBE location
teams. The enthusiasm shown by the teams during these one-day
workshops paved the way for an enriching interaction, high-octane
presentations and an extremely positive feedback.

H

BPRL’s Sixth Discovery in Mozambique
he BPRL consortium has been rewarded with another
major discovery in Mozambique. The latest Golfinho
exploratory well encountered more than 59 net meters
of natural gas pay in two high-quality Oligocene fan systems
that are geologically distinct from the previous discoveries
in the block. This is the sixth natural gas discovery for BPRL
in this block in Mozambique.

T

Earlier, after a string of 5 successful discoveries
which was followed by appraisal drilling, a complex
holding 17 to 30+ Tcf of recoverable natural gas
resource was delineated in another part of the block.
Now, this exploratory well, Golfinho, has discovered a new,
major natural gas accumulation in another part of the block
which is separate and distinct from the earlier complex
and adds an estimated 7 to 20-plus Tcf (trillion cubic feet)
recoverable resource to the earlier complex.
This discovery offers us two separate complexes in
the same prospective basin, thereby offering flexibility
for the consortium to develop the least cost and faster
implementation option. BPRL, along with its consortium
partners, will continue to invest in exploration and appraisal
in the southern and northern areas of the block. By end
2013 the partners want to reach the final investment
decision or FID when we would go to the banks for fund
sourcing to build an LNG terminal. The first shipment
of gas from the block is likely to be marketed by 2018.
The consortium members in the block are Anadarko
Mocambique Area 1 Limitada (Operator with 36.5%
participating interest or PI), BPRL Ventures Mozambique
B.V (10% PI), Videocon Mozambique Rovuma 1 Limited
(10 % PI), Cove Energy Mozambique Rovuma Offshore,
Ltd. (8.5% PI) and Mitsui E&P Mozambique Area 1, Limited
(20% PI). The balance 15% PI is with Empressa Nacional
de Hidrocarbonetos E.P (ENH) the national oil company of
Mozambique, who are carried through the exploration phase.

UNFCCC Awards Carbon Credits to BPCL
BPCL’s journey towards a ‘Sustainable future’ has made
a new beginning on 10th April 2012 when UNFCCC
(United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change) confirmed issuance of 5615 CERs (Certified
Emission Reduction) for our 5 MW Windmill project
at Kappatgudda, Karnataka. The estimated revenue
works out to about Rs. 2 Crores @ four Euro per Ton
CO2 Equivalent, as quoted on ICE ECX CFR Futures (i.e.
per CER ) for ten years. This CDM (Clean Development
Mechanism) initiative has set a benchmark for our future
roadmap towards ‘Building a Sustainable Future’.
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Our New General Managers
Mr. Arun Kumar Singh
Chief Procurement Officer (Marketing)
Armed with the first rank in Mechanical Engg. from NIT Patna (formerly BCE, Patna), Mr. Singh joined BPCL in
1985 and held various positions in Marketing - Retail Engg., Operations, Distribution and Sales. He was a member
of Project CUSECS in 1996-97 and Project WIN in 2009-2010. He is currently working as Chief Procurement
Officer, Central Procurement Organisation (Mktg). He likes reading, particularly on Science & Philosophy. He and
his wife, Gita have two sons - Nishit works for a media company and Manas is doing his third year Mechanical
Engg. at Manipal.

Ms. Madhu Sagar,
General Manager (ESE)
Holding a Masters Degree in Sociology and a PG Diploma in Public Relations, Ms.Sagar subsequently obtained
a PG Diploma in Journalism. She is an accredited Business & Executive Coach of Coaching Foundation of
India. She joined BPCL in 1983 after working with Indian Council of Agriculture Research and Bureau of Indian
Standards. She has a rich experience of 29 years in BPCL with several milestones in Co-ordination Dept., Delhi,
Delhi LPG Division and Oil Co-ordination Committee. She now heads the Employee Satisfaction Enhancement
function, which takes care of employees’ grievances of a professional and personal nature on a proactive basis.
Her understanding of different cultures and deeper understanding of overall human behavior has helped her to
deal with the diverse work force of BPCL spread across India. She loves going to concerts and the theatre. A
nature lover, she has a passion to interact with people and make a difference in others’ lives in the role of a
Change Agent.

Mr. E.A. Vimalnathan,
General Manager (Supplies & Distribution), Retail HQ
An alumnus of Loyola College, Chennai, Mr. Vimalnathan holds a postgraduate degree in Industrial Relations. He
has a rich experience of nearly 30 years in Operations and Sales in the South, West and East. He has worked as
Sr.Divisional Manager, Hyderabad, Regional LPG Manager (East), DGM (Logistics) South and held various other
roles in several locations across the three Regions. His wife, Mrs. Sashi Nathan is Vice President at Learning
Links Foundation. With over two decades of experience as a curriculum design expert, learning consultant,
teacher and education trainer, she has enabled educators across the country and globally to achieve extraordinary
results. Their daughter, Sharanya, has recently completed her postgraduation in Media and Communication from
the University of London, Goldsmiths College and is now an enterprising entrepreneur based in Chennai. The three
of them love to travel and have covered many national and global destinations.

Mr. P. K. Bhatnagar,
General Manager (Finance) LPG HQ
A Chartered Accountant by profession, Mr. Bhatnagar joined BPCL in 1981 as an Audit Officer. During his career
spanning over 30 years, he has held key positions in Internal Audit (Marketing & Refinery), OCC, MMPL, Shared
Services, Con Oil Nigeria and BPRL. Being extremely passionate about badminton and chess makes him an active
sportsman, physically as well as intellectually. His wife, Shabnam, is teaching in Ryan International School. Their
son, Puneet, is a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from University of Southern California, Los Angeles
and is working as a Manager with PWC, New York. Their daughter, Megha is a Sports Physiotherapist who
completed her Masters in Exercise Physiology and Sports Science from Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Norway. She is currently working with Orthofit, Mumbai.
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Mr. R. Rajamani
Executive Assistant to Chairman & Managing Director
After graduating from the University of Mumbai and qualifying as a Chartered Accountant, Mr. Rajamani joined
the Corporation in September 1987. He subsequently qualified as a Company Secretary and acquired the
Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) degree. He is also a certified consultant in the SAP Finance and
Controlling modules and in SAP Business Intelligence. Having started his career in Management Accounts,
he has worked in the then Centralised Credit section and thereafter, in Corporate Treasury. He was part of the
Project ENTRANS team who was responsible for implementation of the ERP solution across BPCL. After the
roll-out of SAP R3 across locations, he became a part of the team that implemented the SAP Business Warehouse
solution in BPCL. He has been in the current position as Executive Assistant to C&MD from the year 2006.
Rajamani was also a key member of the working group led by the then C&MD, BPCL who formulated the report
titled ‘Hydrocarbon Perspectives: 2010 – Meeting the Challenges.’ His wife, Seethalakshmy works in Hindustan
Petroleum Corp.Ltd. and his son, Vivek is currently in his Final year of graduation in Commerce from the R.A.
Podar College of Commerce & Economics and is undergoing his CA articleship training with Deloitte Haskins &
Sells, Chartered Accountants.

Mr. Rajesh Chaturvedi,
General Manager Retail (East)
A postgraduate in Mathematics and History, he joined BPCL as an Aviation Officer at Santacruz Airport in 1980.
He regards his 17 years in Aviation working at different levels and locations, as a great source of learning, as
it taught him the importance of discipline and quality work in all spheres of life. He started the AFS at Gwalior
for the Air Force business. As Station Manager at Delhi Airport, he oversaw the housing complex for Aviation
and Bijwasan staff at Dwarka and as head of Quality Control, Operations and Training, he was instrumental in
ensuring Change Management and SAP implementation in the Aviation SBU during restructuring. His Retail
experience at Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Jaipur and Noida was challenging, with aggressive network expansion and
implementation of PFS, SDCV, HSRO, QSRO etc. As head of Lubricants (NR), his team won the C&MD trophy for
the region twice consecutively. When in HR in Mumbai, it helped him to understand people better and appreciate
their point of view; ‘Self Appraisal’ was introduced for the first time in WR.
He loves sports, especially cricket and football and has represented the college and later, the Veterans team of
BPCL in various cricket tournaments. A religious person with a spiritual bent of mind, he is a staunch follower
of Sri Sri Ravishankar, whose teachings helped him to cope with stress in life and remain happy under all
circumstances. His wife, Rachna did her Ph.D. in Hindi literature and was teaching in a College at Mumbai. Their
son, Neelabh has completed a double postgraduation in History and Business Administration and is currently
appearing for civil services and other exams.

Mr. G. Kalaiselvan
General Manager ERP CC
A Civil Engg. graduate from College of Engg., Guindy, Mr. Kalaiselvan did his Masters in Environmental Engg.
and then had a short stint in Tamil Nadu Electricity Board. He joined BPCL in 1982 and completed his PGD in
Business Administration. Since then, he has worked in various functions that include Retail Engineering, Sales,
E&P, Project CUSECS, Project ENTRANS and the ERP Competency Centre. He recalls the days in E&P when he
and his team commissioned Rewari TOP in just under 12 months, the first of its kind in the industry then. He
is also proud of his role in ERP implementation in BPCL that has set a world-class benchmark, as well as his
contribution as Project Manager in the BORL ERP implementation for the Go-Live in just 56 days. As a change
management professional, he has assisted major organizations like NTPC, Maha Transco, Gujarat Gas, KRL and
NRL in their successful ERP journeys. An SAP certified professional in PS and MM modules, he has trained
many corporates in SAP partner academy programs. He is extremely pleased with the brand image that his team
has created for the BPCL SAP Training Centre at Mumbai with quality SAP education programs delivered to major
corporates and the general public. He is a regular speaker at SAP events and seminars conducted by SAP user
groups. His wife, Malligarani, is a homemaker with good cooking and artistic skills. Their son, Govindaraj and
daughter, Shruti, both Electronics Engineers, are presently working professionals. Kalai loves music as much as
he loves cricket. Reading and training young minds remain his areas of passion.
Vol - II Issue - 1
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‘Roti, Kapda aur Makaan’ are considered to be the basic
requirements for a decent life. However, buying a property worth
lakhs of rupees is just the beginning; then comes a hefty payment
towards registration and stamp duty. Why does a document viz. a
sale deed or lease deed (or many more) need to be stamped and
registered ? Let us consider the relevant provisions of law on the
subject.
The Registration Act 1908 provides a list of documents which are
required to be compulsorily registered. As per the said provision,
any document by which any right, title or interest is created,
declared, assigned, limited or extinguished in immovable property
for one year or more and of the value of ` 100 or more, whether
in present or in future is required to be compulsorily registered.
As such, a sale deed or even lease of immovable property for the
term of one year or more or reserving an annual rent is required
to be registered. A Power of Attorney executed for the purpose of
creating an interest in property requires registration and such an
Attorney can execute and register the sale deed or lease deed as
the case may be, for and on behalf of the seller or lessor. After
registration, such a registered document becomes an admissible
piece of evidence of the transaction for which the document is
executed. The Act also provides a list of the documents for which
registration is optional. Documents for Property below ` 100,
Lease for a period of less than one year and a Will are examples
where registration is optional.
It may be added that some State Governments, such as
Maharashtra have provided for compulsory registration of leave
and license agreements for premises, even if the same is for less
than one year.
The documents which are required to be registered under the Act
but not registered, cannot be produced before Courts in evidence
of any transaction affecting such property. A registered instrument
gets validity in the eyes of the law and prevails over unregistered
documents relating to the same property. Unregistered documents
could be received in evidence for proving any collateral transaction
only. An unregistered sale deed could therefore be let into evidence
for a limited purpose of proving nature of possession but it cannot
be considered in evidence of the terms contained therein. Similarly,
an unregistered lease deed can be taken in evidence to prove the
nature of possession but cannot be considered for proving the
terms contained therein. Further, a search into the title of the
property will show the subject transaction only if it is registered.
Any document is to be presented to the registration office for
registration within 4 months of its execution. The registration fee
is fixed by the respective State Govt., which is published inn the
Official Gazette and varies from state to state.
Documents executed out of India but requiring compulsory
registration here, are required to be registered in India within 4
months of their arrival in India. Further, the documents are to bee
14
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registered in the office of the Sub-Registrar in whose sub-district
the whole or some part of the property to which the document
relates in situate.
Some categories of persons, such as very old, in jail or those
suffering infirmities are exempted from appearing in the Registration
Office for registration of the documents. In such cases, the
Sub-Registrar shall be under bounden duty to go to the house of
any such person or to jail for registration of the documents.
As regards the law relating to the Stamp Act, the same is fiscal
law and stamp duty is imposed on the instruments for the purpose
of generating revenue for the state and varies from state to state.
Every document which is chargeable with stamp duty is mentioned
in Schedule I of the Act. Besides obvious documents such as Sale
and Lease deeds, the list includes Guarantees, Bonds, Agreements,
Affidavits, POAs, Arbitration Awards, Mortgage deeds, Receipts,
Insurance policies etc. The value of stamp papers on which the
instrument is to be drawn is as per the Stamp Act, which also
provides the basis of calculation of stamp duty. An instrument
comprising or relating to several distinct matters are chargeable
with aggregate amount of duties with which separate instruments
are chargeable.
As stamp duty on a sale deed is based on the value of transaction
and there were allegations of under-declaring the value, many
States have declared ‘Guideline Value’ based on the location and
type of building / plot and have provided that stamp duty would be
paid on minimum such value.
Every instrument written upon paper stamped with an impressed
stamp should be written in such a manner that the stamp may
appear on the face of the instrument and cannot be used for or
applied to any other instrument. Every instrument chargeable with
stamp duty is to be stamped before or at the time of execution.
Further, if any instrument chargeable with duty is executed out of
India, the same is required to be stamped in India within three
months after it has been first received in India. Any instrument
which is not duly stamped is not admissible in evidence in legal
proceedings. An instrument / document which is not stamped
appropriately could be impounded by the Registrar and is released
only after stamp duty / deficient stamp duty is paid with a penalty.
It is observed that sometimes, stamp papers are purchased for
executing an instrument but are not used for reasons of paper
getting spoiled or rendered unfit and also for which it has no
immediate use. Such unused stamp papers can be returned to the
collector within 6 months from the date of purchase who will pay
the value of such stamp or stamps in money after deducting 10%
of the value under section 54 of the Act. However, there is no time
limit or expiry date for using the stamp paper purchased.
- S. K. Agrawal, GM (Legal) with Anu Mohla, Sr. Manager (Legal)

green economy is defined as one that results in
improved human well-being and social equity,
while significantly reducing environmental risks and
ecological scarcities. In its simplest expression, a green
economy is low-carbon, resource efficient, and socially
inclusive. In a green economy, growth in income and
employment are driven by public and private investments
that reduce carbon emissions and pollution, enhance energy
and resource efficiency, and prevent the loss of biodiversity
and ecosystem services.

A

Water : Billions of people worldwide lack access to clean
drinking water or improved sanitation services - and
population growth will worsen the problem. Turn off the tap
when you're not using it, wait until you have a full load to
run your laundry or dishwasher, limit shower time, and don't
water your lawn right after a rain. Use water wisely!
Agriculture : The population is growing! It's time to support
sustainable agriculture to ensure our ability to feed everyone.
Grow your own veggies, eat in-season, and shop local
farmers' markets. Use your consumer power to support
local, organic and sustainable agriculture!

The ‘Towards a Green Economy : Pathways to Sustainable
Development and Poverty Eradication Report' is among
UNEP’s key contributions to the Rio+20 process and
the overall goal of addressing poverty and delivering a
sustainable 21st century. The report makes a compelling
economic and social case for investing two per cent of
global GDP in greening ten central sectors of the economy
in order to shift development and unleash public and private
capital flows onto a low-carbon, resource-efficient path.

Energy Supply : The current mainstream energy sources
- oil, coal, gas, etc. - are not only harmful to health and
environment, they're not sustainable in a world of growing
energy needs. Support the development of clean, renewable
energy by choosing businesses and products that invest
in them. Improve your personal energy efficiency. Turn
off lights and unplug appliances when you aren't using
them. Don't heat your house when no one's home. Our
lifestyles demand energy, but is the demand too great on
our resources?

A transition to a green economy is already underway, but
the challenge is clearly to build on this momentum. Rio+20
offers a real opportunity to scale-up and embed these
“green shoots”, by an intelligent management of the natural
and human capital of this planet to finally shape the wealth
creation and direction of this world.

Tourism : Tourism can be great for local economies, but not
if it results in negative environmental and social impacts.
Support a Green Economy both at home and afar: buy local,
travel with others, limit water and energy use, etc. Tread
lightly on your travel destinations.

10 Sectors for a Greener Planet
Buildings : Construction and buildings take a large toll on global
resources and climate. A home or business energy audit can
reduce your building's climate footprint and lead to significant
savings in energy costs. Let's construct a better world!
Fisheries : Seafood is delicious and healthy - but depleting
our fish stocks isn't! We can promote sustainable fishing
practices by choosing sustainably harvested seafood.
Forestry : Forests support livelihoods, societies and cultures,
our climate, and a plethora of wildlife and ecosystems. Use
electronic files to reduce your demand for paper products.
Transport : Congestion, pollution, traffic accidents . . .
there's a better way! Carpooling or taking public transport
reduces environmental impacts and economic costs while
strengthening community. Walking or riding a bike for short
trips is good for your health - and the environment's, too!

Waste : If everything you buy becomes waste, where will
we put it all? Throwing something away means losing the
chance to reuse materials and can contribute to methane
(the most potent greenhouse gas) emissions from landfills.
Electronics in particular are only recycled at a rate of 15%
globally. Recycling appropriate materials and composting
food waste reduces the impact of landfills as well as the
demand on our natural resources to produce more materials.
Manufacturing and Industry : This drives employment and
economic growth in many countries but it's no big secret
that industry and manufacturing have been rough on the
environment. Be a wise consumer - support businesses
that have sustainability plans, use ecolabels, and invest
in renewable energy. Greenwashing is everywhere! Do
your homework and ask questions. Choose a sustainable
business over a 'business-as-usual,' and send the message
that it's time for industry and manufacturing to transition to
a Green Economy. GreenUp!
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Phenomenal Joby

A well known international sportsperson, Joby Mathew,
Executive (Sports) attached to AMM, Kochi Office, joined
BPCL in Sept.2008. A physically challenged person by birth
with 60% disabilities, he has made our Corporation and our
country proud by his sterling performance in international
sports events. A postgraduate in Political Science with a
Degree in Law, he’s currently pursuing an MBA degree.
A multi-talented sportsperson, he is passionate to battle
with normal persons and outperform them, winning
accolades. He is par excellence in 6 sports disciplines viz.
arm wrestling, badminton, fencing, shot put, javelin and
swimming. His achievements have been widely covered in
the national and international media and he has frequently

given interviews to reputed newspapers/ channels. He is
also an extremely well known inspirational speaker, much
sought after by various sections of society viz. schools,
colleges, Govt. Depts., corporates, Lion and Rotary Clubs
and has appeared in over a thousand programs.
International : In the World Arm Wrestling Championships,
he’s won 2 Bronze Medals in 2005 (Normal & Disabled),
a Gold Medal in 2008 (Normal), a Silver Medal in
2008(Disabled), 2 Silver Medals in 2009 (Normal &
Disabled); Won a Silver Medal in the Open Badminton
Tournament held in 2010 (Paralympic Category)
Other Achievements : First Wheelchair Fencer in India,
participating in London Paralympics 2012, participated
in French Open Para Badminton Championship 2012,
Spanish International Para Badminton 2012; First Physically
Challenged Parasailing Person in Kerala, Gold Medal Winner
in the State Physically Challenged Sports Tournaments
between 1984 and 2005, Body Building Champion (Upper)
in 2002, Holder of Karate Brown Belt, Has swam in the sea
for 5 kms
Awards : Yuva Prathibha Award – 2009, G V Raja Special
Award from Governor of Kerala – 2008, Outstanding Young
Indian by Junior Chamber International – 2007, Best Role
Model Sports Person Award from Government of Kerala –
2006, Kerala State Social Welfare & Handicapped Welfare
Corporation Award -2006, “Differently able” Award by All
Kerala Handicapped Association – 2006, Kalaprathibha
Award from Ms. Janaki Venkitaraman, wife of the former
President of India - 1988.
We are very proud of his achievements !

PSPB Hockey

Sitting L-R : Pundalik Bellary, Kuttappa, Sher Singh, Gurpreet Singh
6WDQGLQJ/55DYL3DO3UDEKGHHS6LQJK$MD\.XPDU6DURKD6DEX9DUNH\-DUQDLO
Singh, Mohd Amir, William Xalxo, Swinder Singh, Syed Irshad Ali
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Our BPCL Hockey team won
the PSPB Inter Unit Hockey
Tournament 2011-12, defeating
IOC 3/0 in the finals. Gurpreet
Singh (2) and Amir Khan (1)
scored the goals for BPCL. The
win was special after BPCL
had lost the first league match
to IOC 3/2. In the semifinals,
BPCL edged out ONGC 4/3
in a thrilling encounter. All the
awards were bagged by BPCL
with Swinder Singh getting
the Best Goalkeeper award;
Gurpreet Singh getting the
Best Defender award. Amir
Khan was awarded the Man of
the Finals title and Prabhdeep
Singh got the Best Player of the
PSPB tournament.

Athletic Master

Making the Right Moves
Parimarjan Negi, our 19 year old Grand
Master, with ELO rating-2640, won
the 13th Individual Asian Continental
Chess Championship 2012 held from
4th-13th May, 2012 at Ho Chi Minh
City, Vietnam by scoring 7 points out of
a possible 9 points. Thus, Parimarjan
became the first Indian to qualify for
the World Chess Championship Cycle 2014 from India. We
are indeed proud that in the on-going Asian Team Chess
Championship 2012, which started on 16th May at China,
out of the contingent of five, four of our Grand Masters Parimarjan Negi, P. Harikrishna, G.N. Gopal and Abhijeet
Gupta are representing India.

Mr. Sultan Ali Dharani, Territory Coordinator,
Sales Uran LPG won two medals at the 32nd
National Masters Athletic Championship which
was held at Bangalore from 4th to 7th June 2012.
In the Men’s category of over 55 yrs of age, he won Gold
in the 4x100 m relay track event and also secured a bronze
in the Javelin Throw field event. He managed 4th position in
the Discus Throw field event.

PSPB Billiards

PSPB Bridge
Playing a tournament in Digboi, the historic city of India’s
first oil refinery, was uplifting ! The BPCL PSPB Bridge
team rose to the occasion with a ‘gushing’ performance !
Captained by Ms.Marianne Karmarkar, the team comprising
M/s. Asis Tosh, Priyotosh Sarkar, Samir Datta, Utpal Puitandi
and Kajol Guha lifted the Runners-Up Trophy in the Team
of Four Duplicate event and Marianne & Priyotosh won the
third Prize in the Open Pairs event. Overall, the team won
the Runners-Up Prize, contributing immensely to the PSPB
points kitty.

0U 3UHP 3UDNDVK 21*&  0U 56 -DGHMD 0HPEHU
Secretary (PSPB), Mr. R. Aradhya, Treasurer
(Billiards & Snooker Federation of India), Devendra
Joshi, Captain (BPCL team), Shahbaaz Adil Khan,
Manan Chandra, Lalrina Rentheli (team players) &
Mr. S. Balasubramaniam, Hon. Secretary (BSFI).
Devendra Joshi, supported well by Manan Chandra
and Shahbaaz Adil Khan ensured BPCL beat defending
champions ONGC in the finals of the PSPB Billiards Team
event hosted by ONGC at Bangalore between March 6-11,
2012. Devendra won the first match against six times World
Champion, Pankaj Advani, restricting him to 89 in a 200 pts
match. Manan scored a creditable 155 pts against Sourav
Kothari. In the deciding match, Shahbaaz had to score 134
against Rupesh Shah’s 200. Shahbaaz reached the required
target comfortably displaying great courage under pressure.
In the Snooker event, BPCL finished third behind IOC and ONGC.
Kudos to Devendra Joshi for his outstanding performance
in representing India and winning a Bronze medal in the
Individual Category at the recently concluded Asian Billiards
Championships held at Goa from April 2-8, 2012.
Vol - II Issue - 1
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Mr. E. Nandakumar
A Chemical Engineer from the Govt. College of Engg., Thrissur and an MBA from the Cochin University of Science
& Technology, ENK, as he is popularly known, began his professional career in 1973 with SAIL at the Bokaro Steel
Plant. He then joined the erstwhile Cochin Refineries Limited in 1983, gaining managerial expertise in key areas of
Operations, Technical Services and Project Implementation. ENK strengthened his insight and business intelligence of
the Oil Industry further as the Director of the Oil Coordination Committee during 1999-2002. Post merger of KRL with
BPCL, ENK took over as ED Kochi Refinery on 1.7.2007. He also trained in Strategic Business at Harvard University,
USA. The period under his leadership saw Kochi Refinery transforming itself into a multi-faceted organization with
capabilities to grow and thrive even while operating in a challenging environment. Not only was the refinery’s performance
exemplary during this period, the refinery also started to extend the resources, talent and expertise available in its fold to the
benefit of the State and also the student community in the State. He was conferred the ‘Outstanding Chemical Engineer Award
2008’ by the Indian Institute of Chemical Engineers and was honored by Government Engineering College, Thrissur, for his
outstanding contribution. ENK bid farewell on 31.5.2012 with ‘immense satisfaction’ and cherished memories.

Mr. G. G. Tandon
After a B.Tech.(Chem.), he had a short stint in the heavy chemical industry, then a long tenure in the fertilizer industry
before joining BPCL in 1988. He was mostly in Operations, with a short posting in Technology, meeting various
challenges of a technical and administrative nature, including establishing the reused Minas water in the refinery, which
resulted in a savings of Rs. 1.8 crore per annum. He also benefitted from the experience of working in Oman Refinery
Company on deputation for 3 years. He retired as DGM (Utilities), Mumbai Refinery on 31.5.2012. His wife, Ruby, an
M.A. B.Ed., is an all rounder on the domestic front with a passion for stitching and cooking, looking after the children
and imparting the values of life. Their daughter, Timi, a B.Tech(IT), is a senior software professional with L&T Infotech,
currently in the US; son Prateek, is in the final year of B.Tech(EXTC) and has got a placement in Infosys.

Mr. R. Gopinathan
After a B.Com degree from the University of Kerala, Mr. Gopinathan joined the erstwhile Kochi Refineries Ltd. in
its Finance and Accounts Dept. in 1972. KRL being a standalone Refining company, he had great opportunities
for learning and understanding the complexities of a Petroleum Refinery and the related areas of operations in a
very short time. Later, on passing his AICWA, he was elevated to the management cadre in 1985. Eventually, he
was promoted as Chief Manager (Finance) in 2001. Apart from his stint in Finance, he also worked in HR Dept. in
Payroll and in Administration. In Finance, he has handled key areas like Pricing, Budgeting, Costing, MIS etc. with
system improvements and cost controls as his focus areas. Post merger, he was transferred as Chief Manager (Audit). His
family comprises his wife, Padmaja, who is a housewife, son Jayadev, who is working as Dy.Manager, Indusind Bank and
daughter Meera, who is working as HR Executive, Hotel Ramada Resort in Cochin. “I have really enjoyed the time I had with
BPCL – KR,” he declares.

Mr. J.K. Mathur
After doing his M.Sc. in Physics from Delhi University in 1973, he worked with M/s. Hyderabad Asbestos and All
India Radio before joining BPCL in May 1980. He joined in Western Region and was posted to Indore, Ratlam,
Badnera, Gwalior, Pune, Ahmednagar, Ajmer and Jodhpur in various capacities before getting his final posting in
Noida from where he superannuated on 30.4.2012. His journey in BPCL has been a story of life, with highs and
lows, ups and downs, pleasures and pains; on the whole, he has been very happy and contented. He has a very
supportive wife, a daughter who is married and lives close by, and a son. He has now settled down in Indrapuram.

Mr. R. Gopal
He joined BPCL on 15.5.1981 in Secunderabad Division and was made in-charge of the sales area from Nizamabad in
the north to Anaanthpur District in the south. After a short spell at Mahul Refinery on contingency duty, he
joined Bangalore Division in Bellary sales area. Next followed a posting in Corporate Planning, CO where he
was involved in the preparation of Detailed Project Reports on the Mumbai-Manmad product pipeline, New Oil
Terminal at Irimpanam and Cochin-Coimbatore-Karur Pipeline. Intermittently, he assisted OCC (Oil Coordination
Cell) at New Delhi. His assignments include GM (South)’s office, Chennai Division, TC Chennai (Retail), Petro
Card Incharge South and Retail Lubes. “I had a great innings and superannuate with great satisfaction,” he adds.
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Dr. V. K. Jacob
Dr. Jacob did his Ph.D. from Gorakhpur University and Post Graduate Diploma in Public Administration for which
he obtained the first rank in the University. He also holds a Diploma in Mech.Engg., PGD in PM&IR and MBA. He
started his career in the IAF before joining BPCL in 1981. In Mumbai Refinery, he was in Mechanical Maintenance,
Bitumen Drum Manufacturing & Filling Plants, Learning Center, LPG Bottling Plant, Marine Oil Terminal and finally
IT Department. During his tenure in MR LPG Plant, he was known as ‘Sergei Bubka’ as his team was constantly
achieving record production. He holds a Six Sigma Black Belt. The Six Sigma project by his team “Reduction
in Turnaround time for Bitumen Lorries in Mumbai Refinery” won many National Awards. He is also a Panel
Member of Industry Advisors for Ph.D. in Pacific Academy of Higher Education & Research University, Udaipur in the faculty
of Management Studies. He superannuated on 31.5.2012 as Sr.Manager (International Trade). His wife, Mariamma is a
healthcare professional working with Seven Hills Hospital, Mumbai. Their eldest daughter, Jincy Susan, her husband, Shiju
Mathew and son, Kevin are in London. The second daughter, Jinny and her husband, Romy Cherian are in Darwin, Australia.
In his words, “My life was full of challenges. The church taught me ‘Love your enemies’ and I practised this concept until
joining the Air Force, whose principle was ‘Love your nation and destroy your enemies.’ This was a drastic change for me.
In the game of life, I’ve always climbed the ladder of success in my professional career, educational field, social circle and
domestic domain.”

Mr. N.V.Francis
An M.Tech. from College of Engineering, Trivandrum, he worked as a Production Engineer with Sterlite Cables Ltd.
before joining BPCL in 1980 as Ops. Officer, Sewree. His postings include Ops. Planning CO, Procurement and
Imports at Materials Dept. Sewree, Manager Engg. LPG North and Manager Tondiarpet Installation before retiring
on 31.5.2012 as Sr. Manager (M.I. & HSSE) SRO. His wife, Theresa (Jessy) is an Economics graduate. Their
daughter, Divya a B.Tech, joined ABB Ltd. Bangalore, and is now pursuing her MBA at ISB, Hyderabad. She is
married to Xavier Scaria. Their son, John is in the third year of B.Tech.(Mech.) at National Institute of Technology,
Trichy and daughter, Neethy is a second year B.Com. Student at Stella Maris College, Chennai.

Mr. A.C.Balachandran
Having joined BPCL on 10th May, 1982, he had a stint of 6 years in Bangalore, then a 9 year posting to EDP, CO
before moving to SRO. Finally he superannuated on 31.5.2012 as Manager (Operations) Mangalore LPG. As he
says, “I leave this great organization with a deep sense of satisfaction and utmost happiness. I have tried my best
to uphold the interest of the Corporation throughout my career. In return BPCL honoured me and my family with
Benefits, Pride, Care and Love.”

Down Memory Lane
The Bharat Petroleum
Retired
Management
Staff Association, Delhi
honoured 6 of its members
in the age group of 80+
at its AGM. Mr. S.C.
Mathur, President of the
Association
presented
a “Silver Plate” as a
Memento to M/s. V.C.
Mathur, S.K. Gupta, K. P.
Handa, A.N.Chopra, K.C.
Nanda and R.L. Chaufla.
Mr. S.C. Mathur presents "Silver Plates" to M/s. V.C. Mathur, K.P. Handa and S. K. Gupta
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SAFETY
FIRST

The Circle of Safety
A pike crew found this young child
crying in the wheel well of a truck while
ĐŽŶĚƵĐƟŶŐĂ/Z>K&^&dzŽĨƚŚĞ
company truck the crew members
were driving.
We don’t want to think about what
would have happened if the employee
ŚĂĚ ŐŽƩĞŶ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ ƚƌƵĐŬ ĂŶĚ ĚƌŽǀĞ Žī
without doing a walk around!

hared above is a mail forward which made everyone
think for at-least a minute. It is a caution to give at
least 30 seconds of our precious time to do the 360o
walk-around circle of safety before setting out on any
journey. Yes, it's a reminder to double check our vehicle
before getting into the driver’s seat. The crew also reported
of children climbing into the back of company vehicles,
which again is another reason for us to do the CIRCLE OF
SAFETY before driving off in our vehicles.

S

Another mother shared of how she got out of her vehicle just
to do the circle of safety on second thoughts, though she was
sure her children were inside the house watching TV. She was
chilled to the bone to see her youngest son under the car trying
to catch a bug. Had she started her vehicle, she would have
hurt the child or even killed her son.
Safety checks before setting out on any journey or
assignment is very important. With the monsoons that have
set in, the need to double check on vehicles is all the more
pertinent.

Windshield
Wipers
Windows
Mirrors

Light s
Radiator and
Crankcase Levels
Wheel Lugs,
Nuts and Tyres

Horn

Fuel Tanks

Steering Wheel
Freeplay

Exhaust Systyem

Hoses & Electrical
Connections

6th Wheel

Stop, Turn &
Clearance Lights

Landing Gear
Tarps & Lashings

Licence Plates
Racks
Tailgate or
Rear doors
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Suspension
& Frame

What is the 360o
walk-around circle of
safety?
In simple terms, it is the process of completely walking
DURXQGWKHYHKLFOHMXVWSULRUWRPRYLQJLW,WLVD
pre-operation check of the vehicle and involves looking
for hazards such as a vehicle parked behind, in front
of, or on the side of the vehicle. It also is to be
certain that no child or animal is playing
near or under the vehicle.

Before you start your vehicle
It is most important to read, understand, and follow the
manufacturer’s operating manual. Ensure you know how
to operate the vehicle and use any related equipment or
attachments safely.
Healthy habits one could develop are :
 Be familiar with the location and function of all the
controls.
 Inspect the vehicle daily.
 Adjust the seat and controls, make sure the driver’s
license is with you and fasten the seat belt.
 Primarily, develop a routine method of inspecting the
vehicle (e.g. start at the front on the driver’s side and walk
towards the back, and around past the passenger side)
 Record and report any defects to your supervisor
immediately.
Check these things:
 Parking Brake, Foot Brake--holds, stops vehicle smoothly.
 Clutch and Gearshift--shifts smoothly.
 Steering--moves smoothly
 Lights--turn signals operational.
 Dash Control Panel--all lights and gauges operational.
 All Moving Parts--no strange noises.
 Horn--operational.
 Visibility--mirrors properly adjusted; windows clean and
intact.
 Wipers/washer--functioning and intact.
 Tyres--pressure, tread depth or damage.
 Wheels and fasteners--no defects in rim, loose or missing
fasteners.
 Seat belts--in good condition and being used.
 Vehicle back-up alarm—operational, where required.
 Hydraulic systems--no evidence of leaks and systems
operate smoothly.
 On tractors, power take off shields--in place.
 Fluid levels – oil, gas, brakes, washer fluid. Check for
leaks.
 Load--secure and complying with regulations; hitch in
good condition.
 Emergency equipment—installed and inspected as
required by law or company policy.

PEOPLE

Excellent Arangetram Performance

Talented Kruthika !

Airtel Formula One Airtel Grid Girl

and won the Miss Tiara
page article in Bombay Times, Sunday, 4.3.2012.

the attainment of a certain level of achievement in a long
journey towards excellence. It also culminates in celebration
of the years of dedication of both, the student and the teacher
to the divine art.
Tracing the origins in the Natya Shastra, written by the great
sage, Bharata, would reveal that, "When the world had become
steeped in greed and desire, in jealousy and anger, in pleasure
and pain, the Supreme One (Brahma) was asked by the people
to create an entertainment which could be seen and heard by
all, for the scriptures were not enjoyed by the masses, being
too learned and ambiguous." Thus Bharatanatyam was born !
Bharatanatyam is considered to be a 'fire dance' - the mystic
manifestation of the metaphysical element of fire in the human
body. It is one of the five major styles (one for each element) that
includes Odissi (water), Mohiniattam (air), Kuchipudi (earth) and
Kathakali (sky).The element of fire can bring the highest positive
energy, prosperity and fulfillment of our hearts’ desires.
Mokshika started learning dance at the age of 8. Having
participated in many school programmes and competitions,
she has performed in Chennaiyil Thiruvaiyaru and Chemmozi
Manadu held in Coimbatore. She was ably tutored by
her Guru, Sri Binesh Mahadevan, Director of Akshaya
Arts, Chennai. The occasion was graced by legendary
personalities like Padmashri Sri Bharathiraja, Kalimamani
Smt. Srekala Bharath and Mr. Shambu Kallolikar, IAS.

entertainment, theatricals and contests at Malhar (St.Xavier’s
College festival) and was also excellent in sports - a national
level athletic champion (Long jump), West Bengal U-19 cricket
player, School Sports Captain, ESPN Star Sports Champion
etc.

Quizzing Heights
Nagesh Mittal, Manager
(Indl.) Chandigarh &
Nagendra Saini, Asst.
Manager, Automation,
Chandigarh represented
BPCL in the Finals of the
Tata Crucible (Corporate)
2011 Chandigarh round.
Over 100 teams from
various corporates
of Punjab, Haryana,
Chandigarh, Himachal and
J&K participated in the
event, considered to be one
of the toughest business
quizzes in the country. Team
BPCL was one of the six
teams of brilliant corporate
minds who vied with each
other for the top honours.
Nagesh Mittal and Nagendra Saini with the quizmaster,
Balasubramanian Giri (Pickbrain) in the centre.
Vol - II Issue - 1
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HEALTH

I

Benefits of Yoga

n the midst of our modern world characterized by
daily stress, fatigue, and pollution, more and more people
are seeking that elusive sense of relaxation and
inward awareness. Hailing from an
ancient tradition originated in India,
Yoga has long since provided people
with a refuge away from the everyday
confusion and entropy, and has transported an increasing
number of people to a peaceful oasis within. Though the
practice of Yoga is closely associated to ancient texts,
beliefs, and values, it also yields benefits useful for
people’s practical daily lives. Here are some reasons why
more and more people are practicing Yoga:
¾ Yoga relaxes the body and the mind. Even in the midst
of stressful environments, Yoga helps control breathing
and clears the mind of cluttered thoughts, leaving only
deep physical and mental refreshment.
¾ Yoga can help normalize body weight. For people who
are either overweight or underweight, Yoga exercises
can help achieve the desired weight. The principles of
balance and moderation in physical activity and diet
under Yoga can also lead to a healthier lifestyle.
¾ Yoga improves your resistance to disease. The postures
and movements in Yoga massage the internal organs,
enhancing blood circulation and functionality, thus,
lessening the risk of illness.
¾ Yoga increases your energy level and productivity. For as
quick as 20 minutes, Yoga can replenish the mind and
body with precious energy needed to respond to daily
tasks and challenges.
¾ Yoga leads to genuine inner contentment and selfactualization. Meditation -one of the aspects of Yogafocuses the mind, taking it away from the distractions
of the highly-materialistic world and leading it to genuine
happiness.
¾ Yoga is an ancient Indian body of knowledge that dates
back more than 5000 years ago. The word “Yoga” came
from the Sanskrit word “yuj” which means “to unite or
integrate.” Yoga then is about the union of a person’s
own consciousness and the universal consciousness.
Ancient Yogis had a belief that in order for man to be
in harmony with himself and his environment, he has
to integrate the body, the mind, and the spirit. For these
three to be integrated, emotion, action, and intelligence
must be in balance. The Yogis formulated a way to
achieve and maintain this balance and it is done through
exercise, breathing, and meditation - the three main
Yoga structures.
¾ In Yoga, the body is treated with care and respect for
it is the primary Instrument in man’s work and growth.
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Yoga Exercises improve circulation, stimulate
the abdominal organs, and put pressure on the
glandular
system of the body, which
can generally result to better
health. Breathing techniques
were developed based on the concept
that breath is the source of life. In Yoga, students
gain breathing control as they slowly increase
their breathing. By focusing on their
breathing, they prepare their minds for
the next step - Meditation. There is a
general misconception that in Meditation,
your mind has to go blank. It doesn’t have to
be so. In Meditation, students bring the activities
of the mind into focus resulting in a ‘quiet’ mind. By
designing physical poses and Breathing Techniques
that develop awareness of our body, Yoga helps us
focus and relieves us from our everyday stress.
Six Branches of Yoga
¾ Hatha Yoga or Yoga of Postures
Hatha Yoga is perhaps the path of Yoga you are most
familiar with since this is the most popular branch of
Yoga in the West. This branch of Yoga uses physical
poses or Asana, Breathing Techniques or Pranayama,
and Meditation to achieve better health, as well as
spirituality. There are many styles within this path Iyengar, Integral, Astanga, Kripalu, and Jiva Mukti to
name a few. If what you want is a peaceful mind and a
healthy body to go along with it, Hatha Yoga may just be
the path for you.
¾ Bhakti Yoga or Yoga of Devotion
Bhakti Yoga is the path most followed in India. This is
the path of the heart and devotion. Yogis who practice
this branch sees the “One” or the Divine in everyone
and everything. Bhakti Yoga teaches a person to have
devotion to the “One” or to Brahma by developing a
person’s love and acceptance for all things.
¾ Raja Yoga or Yoga of Self-Control
Raja means “royal”. This path is considered to be
the King of Yoga and this may be due to the fact that
most of its practitioners are members of religious and
spiritual orders. Raja Yoga is based on the teachings
of the Eight Limbs of Yoga found in the Yoga sutras.
A Raja Yogi sees the self as central, and as such, respect
to oneself and for all creation are vital to this path. They
achieve self-respect by first learning to be masters of
themselves. If you wish to learn discipline, then Raja
Yoga would perfectly suit that need.

¾ Jnana Yoga or Yoga of the Mind

Jnana Yoga is the path of Yoga that basically deals with
the mind, and as such, it focuses on man’s intelligence.
Jnana Yogis consider wisdom and intellect as important
and they aim to unify the two to surpass limitations.
Since they wish to gain knowledge, they are open to
other philosophies and religion for they believe that an
open and rational mind is crucial in knowing the spirit.
¾ Karma Yoga or Yoga of Service
Karma Yoga is the path of service for in this path, it is
believed that your present situation is based on your
past actions. So by doing selfless service now, you
are choosing a future that is free from negativity and
selfishness. Karma Yogis change their attitude towards
the good and in the process, change their souls, which
leads to a change in their destiny.
¾ Tantra Yoga or Yoga of Rituals
Perhaps the most misunderstood of all the paths, Tantra
Yoga is about using rituals to experience what is sacred.
Although sex is a part of it, sex is not the whole of it since
this path aims to find what is sacred in everything we do.
Tantra Yogis must possess certain qualities like purity,
humility, devotion, dedication to his Guru, cosmic love,
and truthfulness among other things.

Bharat Petroleum Energises!
We keep the wheels of the nation turning
We keep a million home fires burning
On the road, in the air
Bharat Petroleum’s there
Because we care
Energising lives everywhere.
We reach out to those in lowly places
We put a smile on people’s faces
Our products and services stand the test
We always strive to give our best
We contribute to nation building
Bharat Petroleum – forever energising
New initiatives and expansions our forte
Incentives and schemes that show we care
Many firsts to our credit
Bharat Petroleum energises business
Customer delight in every way
Is what truly makes our day!

There are still a lot of misconceptions about Yoga. For
instance, Yoga is not a religion. It is more of a set of
techniques for us to find spirituality. In fact, Yoga is being
practiced by a lot of people from different religions like
Christians, Jewish, Buddhists, and Muslims. Another
misconception is that Yoga is an exercise, a way for us to
keep fit. It is partly true, but if you think that Yoga is just
that then you are greatly mistaken. Yoga develops the body
since a weak one is a hindrance to spiritual growth. It does
not simply focus on the physical but on the mental and
spiritual aspects as well.
Yoga may seem like the fabled elixir of life - a cure-all solution
to man’s daily problems and concerns such as illness. But
actually, the benefits that Yogis or Yoga practitioners have
been experiencing for thousands of years are only being
gradually proven by medical science now.

Employees, our greatest asset
At BPCL they find happiness
Work and fun go hand in hand
As our activities are executed to plan
Food for mind, body and soul
All is well as we excel
One great family that cares for all
Ensuring Bharat Petroleum stands tall.

Sharon Pires
Brand & PR Dept.
Vol - II Issue - 1
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TRAVEL

Andaman & Nicobar Islands Beckon
loating in splendid isolation, east of the Indian mainland is the
archipelago of 572 emerald islands, islets and rocks known as
Andaman & Nicobar Islands. This Union Territory is stretched
over an area of more than 700 Km. from north to south with 36
inhabited islands. Once a hill range extending from Burma (Myanmar)
to Indonesia, these undulating islands are covered with dense forests
and endless variety of exotic flowers and birds. The topography of
the islands is hilly and abounds in evergreen forests. The sandy
beaches on the edge of the meandering coastline are fringed with
coconut-palms that sway to the rhythm of the sea. The sea around
the islands offer excellent scope for water sports. The rare flora and
fauna, underwater marine life and corals, with crystal clear water and
mangrove-lined creeks, offer a dream-view of the rare gifts of nature.
The clean and wide roads, free of filth as well as unpolluted fresh air
attract any nature-lover, who seeks absolute peace and tranquility
in the lap of mother nature. Adventure tourism like trekking, island
camping, snorkeling, scuba diving etc., are the real attractions. A visit
to these islands is a memorable lifetime experience.

F

Mythologicaly, the name Andaman was presumed to be derived
from Hanuman, who was known to the Malays as Handuman. Since
Prehistoric times, these islands were the home of aboriginal tribes.
The tribes of the Andaman group of islands are the Great Andamanese,
Onges, Jarawas, and Sentinatese, all of Negrito origin, while the tribes
of Nicobars are the Nicobarese and Shompens, both of Mongoloid
stock. The first settlement by the British took place in 1789, which was
later abandoned in 1796. The second settlement was basically a penal
settlement, taken up in 1858, after the First War of Independence,
followed by the settlement of convicts, Moplas, some
criminal tribes from Central and United Provinces,
refugees from erstwhile East Pakistan, Burma and
Sri Lanka as well as ex-servicemen.
In these islands people of all faiths - Hindus,
Muslims, Christians, Sikhs etc., and of all
languages like Hindi, Bengali, Malayalam, Tamil,
Telugu, Punjabi, Nicobari etc., live together in
complete peace and harmony. Inter-religion
and inter-regional marriages are common. This
amazing racial and cultural mix is correctly
described as Mini-India.
Forests are the green extend the over gold of
the islands. The reserved and protected forests
extend over 86% area of the territory and the
forest cover is more than 92 %. About 50 %
of the forests has been set aside as Tribal
Reserves, National Parks and Wildlife
Sanctuaries, which are inviolate.
Luxuriant mangroves, perhaps the
richest in the world, occupy
nearly II. 5 % of the territory.
More than 150 plant and
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animal species are endemic in nature. Mahatma Gandhi Marine
National Park is rich in corals, varieties of colored fishes, sea turtles
etc., besides other marine life. It is a birds' paradise - more than 271
varieties of birds inhabit the idyllic landscape, out of which 39 are
endemic. Megapode, Swiftlet, Hornbill and Nicobar.
GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION

: Bay of Bengal
92 deg. to 94 deg. Longitude
6 deg. to 14 deg. North Latitude
AREA
: Andamans District: 6,408 Sq.Kms.
Nicobars District : 1,841 Sq. Kms.
Total Area: 8,249 Sq. Kms.
CAPITAL
: Port Blair
DISTANCE
: 1255 Kms. from Calcutta
1190 Kms. from Chennai
1200 Kms. from Vishakhapatnam
ALTITUDE
: Varies from sea level to 732meters
HIGHEST PEAK : Saddle Peak - 732 metros
CLIMATE

: Tropical throughout the year with mean minimum
temperature at 23 deg. C and maximum at
31 deg. C. Humidity is relatively high - 70 to
90% with a gentle breeze blowing all the time.
The weather is generally pleasant with average
annual rainfall at 3,000 mm at Port Blair (May to
mid-Sept. & Nov. to Jan.)
FOREST COVER : 92%, Forest area 86%
BEST SEASON : October to May

SCIENCE

Vol - II Issue - 1
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REFLECTIONS

The Perfect Match
+D]HO&RXWLQKRZDWFKHVDQ,3/FULFNHWPDWFKIRUWKH¿UVWWLPHDQGKDVDPLQGEORZLQJH[SHULHQFH
As I glanced outside the window of my cab, after an hour long
travel I saw the effulgent rays of the Chepauk floodlights cast a
halo over the crepuscular evening and my heart pounded with
excitement. It had finally happened. I was about to witness my
first ever cricket match live, in a stadium !
I cast my memory back to the
previous morning where I sat at my
office desk, nervous and wary of a
new big city. Just two days old in the
new office, I was tense and anxious,
trying to say the right things and make
the right moves. New people, a new
office, a new project and the travail to
find a new house – the ideal recipe for
stress and stressed I was! Seeing no
hope and filled with disquietude, I was
going about my work in an uneasy
manner, till my supervisor asked me
if I was coming for the cricket match.
Unsure if I had heard the right thing,
I asked him to repeat his question,
to which he explained to me that the
entire project team would be going to
the IPL game between the Chennai
Super Kings and the Deccan Chargers.
Though I wasn’t an avid follower of
cricket, filled with buoyant energy and
a curiosity to explore the opportunity, I
gleefully accepted the offer.
I woke up that morning feeling a tad smug about myself after
I had bragged to my friends in Chennai and my family back
home about the outing. Still unable to believe my luck, I wore
my only yellow dress to work in support of the home team (the
CSKs whose jersey is yellow) for the first time ever and set out
with an excitement I felt last when I was five.

1RZRQGHUWKH\VD\FULFNHWXQL¿HVRXU
nation and gives us a sense of belonging
The cab approached the stadium and we made our way past
the security into the stands to find our seats. What was to
come next I could never believe ! It was truly breathtaking.
Awestruck, bewildered and filled with excitement, I took my
seat and braced myself to witness the spectacle, the carnival,
and soak in all the fun and frolic of cricket and entertainment…
Yeah ! I was at the IPL !!
The local fans jeered as their team came out to bat and the roar
of the Chennai lions gave me the “heebie-jeebies”. I felt like a
kid in a carnival not knowing where to look and what all to see
- there was just too much happening to fathom. Sometimes
it was incomprehensible - the lights, the cheering, the frenzy,
the hysteria. The ads on television are SO right - what is life
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without witnessing the IPL? With every boundary hit, the noise
grew louder. The cheer girls danced away and were a spectacle
themselves. With every wicket that fell, silence gripped the
stadium, with only a few Deccan Chargers supporters cheering
on, much to the dismay of the local crowd. What grabbed my
attention was the giant electronic screen that displayed some
of the wittiest messages, depending on
the situation of the game. I found them
incredibly innovative and every time the
IPL horn was sounded, the audience
would go into a frenzy that had to be
seen to be believed.
Over four years of the IPL, I never
got around to watching a game fully,
however close it might be, but for the
first time, I found myself on the edge
of my seat, jeering along with the home
team that truly played like lions through
that game. Be it Bravo leaping like a
leopard in the outfield or Du Plessis
prowling like a tiger or Suresh Raina
fleet like a gazelle, plucking a catch out
of thin air or the “thalaivar” of CSK M.S. Dhoni, marshalling his troops. I
was just star struck ! Watching intently
like a devoted fan, I’d ask myself time
and again, has the cricket bug bitten
me too, much like my fellow project
mates who bonded over this game having the time of their lives
cheering and poking fun at each other when the teams they
supported played well ?
The game of glorious uncertainties had twists and turns
second only to an Abbas-Mustan movie. Oh goshhh! I wonder
how the fans watch these last over edge-of-the-seat thrillers
on a daily basis and survive - it sure ain’t for the weak-hearted.
I soon found myself saying a little prayer for the home team
and I was just amazed at myself. Now the cricket bug had
bitten me for sure. My prayer was answered. The home team
was triumphant and the crowd erupted into a frenzy. I found
myself jeering for a team I didn’t care about till 24 hours ago.
It had become my home-team now; a city I hadn’t known had
become my home-town. No wonder they say cricket unifies
our nation and gives us a sense of belonging. I don’t know
about a lot of you but it sure did to me.
As I made my way back home still pinching myself and trying
to fathom what had happened, I thought to myself - if this was
a dream, it sure was one I didn’t want to wake up from. After
all, it was a “match” made in heaven or let us just say, it was
the “Perfect Match” !
- Hazel Jane Coutinho,
daughter of J.A. Coutinho, SIM, Karur Installation
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NH¦HHNHV¦HHIOH7SHH-HHYH\HYHHYHV NHV¦HIXH6NHJ¦0HXH0HV>HHIOHHHVHILHOHHNH¦H
'HHHHVSHYHHINH¦HHa)PHHHIOHHHVHILHOHHNH¦H*¹V0HPH<HHU NH¦HV *OKHHRNH¦OHH
6-HELHJ&H-HµHHNHV¦HHIOHHHVOPHHHIQOHNH¦MYHH/HHa
NHJ¦0HXH0HV>HHIOHHHVHILHOHHNHV¦RHZMHYHPH<HHU0HV>NH¦FH¡HHHIMHH: 
sZXHHUFHZYHsVHINH¨YHHI0HHYH-H'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:YHV*OPHHQKHW-HNH¦<HHLHHIXHHHa
'HHHHVHISHOHHHIOHHHVHILHOHH6E)PHHNH¦HMQ4
Å

PH-HH[µHFH*OKHHRNH¦0HV>

Å

meJeexòece šsueercesve hegjmkeâej

Å

PH-HH[µHFHsVHINH¨YHHI0HHYHKHJMPNH¦HM sHUFHHHIOH<HHLHHU0HV>OHNH¦YHHUHI0HHYH

Å

PH-HH[µHFH-HH#X-H¡H:SHMKHJMPNH¦HM
 HI-HSHVOHH'HHVENH¦HVLH&HOHEHHIR-HPHNHV¦'H-HPHMKHMPH<HHUNH¦FH¡HHHIMHH: 
SJeb DeefOekeâeefjÙeeW kesâ mece#e hegjmkeâej efJeleefjle efkeâÙes ieÙes~

n

ceejs DeOÙe#e SJeb heÇyebOe efveosMekeâ ßeer Deej.kesâ. eEmen ves hebpeeye ceW
DeeÙeesefpele efjšsue [eruejeW SJeb ef[eqmš^yÙetšjeW keâer mebÙegòeâ hewveue yew"keâ
keâer DeOÙe#elee keâer~ yew"keâ ceW 15 [eruejeW Deewj 22 efJelejkeâeW ves Yeeie efueÙee~
\HZNH¦NH¦HU0HJ{'HHOH£HHUKHFHHVR0HFHHFHQHKH\HE2HNH¦ HIMsVXH *µHMNHV¦P-HHLHOH
<HHH&HPHVQJ)a\HHRFH:KHESHH\HFH:HIMsVXH'HHZM6XHKHHUSHHU6PH\HHUHWNHV¦HIYHKHHRYH
hej heÇmlegleerkeâjCe ngDee [eruej SJeb efJelejkeâeW ves Yeer heÇmlegleerkeâjCe efoÙes~
'H2HH6-HE KH\HE2HHIYHRV0HNH¦YHV MHSHNHV¦)PH*HFHHU NH¦HZ0HXHNH¦HU PHMHQYHH
keâj ieÇenkeâ mesJee ceevekeâ iegCeJeòee Deewj cee$ee megjef#ele jKeles ngS yeerheermeerSue
\HZY>NH¦HUHIYHMEOHMOHH\HYHHHVM.HYHVNH¦HU'HH-H0HNH¦OHHKHMSHHVMHIRHHa*YQH:YHV
PH<HHUNH¦HV'HH0-HPOHHINH¦HHHINH¦\HHUKHHUPHHU6XHHIMsVXHYHVs-HNH¦NH¦HUPHJHI-H2HH'HH:NHV¦
*YYHOHHUNH¦M&H'HHZM'HYHJMH&HFH: HIYH-HV0HNH¦MYHHSHHMHU M.HVLHH'HHZMHIYHMEOHM
HIM+H¦H)H(YHLH HFHOHH 'H-HPHEM¡HYHH 'HHZM 'HKHPsAHUFH *HFHH: FH: -HHIª NH¦MVLHHa
*YQH:YHVHQ<HHU'HH0-HHPHYHHIRHHHINH¦\HHUKHHUPHHU6XH>HUXHMHI>HTPsA\HWsMKHZYHXH
PHRPHH:HMH*HHVLHHVKH0YHH:NHV¦PHFHH2HHYHFH:QMPHE<H-HPHQHHOHHNH¦MVLHHa
)PHNHV¦\HHR¡HE>HULH^OH/HHXHHXH{PHELH{MSHZPHV 'HHPHKHHPHNHV¦KHHIM¡HHXHYH
XHHVNHV¦0HYHH: FH: HIYHHJµH¦ 'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH: NHV¦ PHH/H QJ) \HZNH¦ FH: 'H2HH 6-HE
KH\HE2HHIYHRV0HNH¦YHVLHJKHFH:YHHV'HHZM'HYHJ<H-HHU-HHIµH¦HH:NH¦HVPHH/HFH:RV.HNH¦M
PHEOHHVH-HµH¦HINH¦HHa*YQH:YHV \HHUKHHUPHHU6XH6NH¦FHQHYHNH¦HHP/HXHQZ )PH
\HHOHKHMSHHVMRVNH¦MNH¦QHHINH¦ HISHYQH:YHV'H<HHU'H<HHU'HKHYHHNHZ¦HIMHM0HJ{
HINH¦HHQZ*YQ:\HHUKHHUPHHU6XHNH¦HV6NH¦RHU,HNH¦HXHHUYHKHHIMKHVHFH:XHVYHH¡HHHIQ6
NH¨HH:HINH¦)PHNHE¦KHYHHUFH:KHHIM£HFHNH¦HUNH¦¸NH¦HUSHHOHHUQZa HJ-HH'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:
NH¦HV'H2HH6-HEKH\HE2HHIYHRV0HNH¦PHV{\H{HIFHXHYHVNH¦HHQ6NH¦'HYHHV.HH
'H-HPHMHIFHXHH/HHSHHV*YQ:-HHPOH-HFH:XHE\HVPHFHHOHNH¦HHRMQVLHHa
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efn

YRHU <HHHH\HQJOHPHHIXHXH'HKHYHHYHH)PHNH¦HV YHQH5 SHHIsXH Fmeer
*¹V0HNH¦HV FHYHFH: M.HOHV QJ6-H)PHNH¦HKHHXHYHNH¦MOHV QJ6HIKHHHXHH
Sueheerpeer mebÙeb$e ceW efnvoer mee@HeäšJesÙej DeeFSmeSce Jeer 6 keâer ØeefMe#eCe
NH¦HH0HHXHH NH¦H 'HHHHVSHYH HINH¦HHa )PH NH¦HH0HHXHH FH: sHU6FH £HHU KHHUNHV¦
MHFHHYHH/HYHsHUPHHUPHVXPH£HHUHI-HtH¦FHLHJKOHH-HsHUPHHU'HH##KPH£HHUPHJYHHUXH\HMHM
*KHHIP/HOH/HVaH\HE2HNH¦6-HE LHZMH\HE2HNH¦-HLHRHVYHH: YHV QHU )PHHHI0HH&HFH:
HIQPPHHHIXHHHa)PHNH¦HH0HHXHHNH¦HV'HHZM<HHUPH+H¦XH-HPHEKHW&H\HYHHYHVNHV¦HIXH6
HIKHHHXHH 6XHKHHUSHHU NHV¦ 'HH##KHMV0HYH PsH+H¦ NHV¦ PHH/HPHH/H PHVXPH -HLH NHV¦
'HHI2HNH¦HMHU <HHU PHHIFFHHIXHOH QJ6a )PHNHV¦ 'HXHH-HH HIKHHHXHH PHEP/HHKHYH YHV <HHU
HIQYRHUFH:'HKHYHHU{HI¡HSHOHHOHVQJ6)PHNH¦HH0HHXHHFH:<HHLHHIXHHHa

HHI0HH&HNH¦OHHMQVPHHU>ZNH¦NHV¦£HHUHI-HKHJXHMPOHHVLHHUSHHVHINH¦QFHHMHUNH¦EKHYHHUPHVXHE\HV
PHFHHPHV SHJ>V Q4 -HHHI0HH&H<HHU RVOHV 'HHMQV Q4aHHI0HH&HFH: PH<HHU YHV KHW&H
*OPHHQPHVPHH#+H¨s-HVHMNH¦HVPHFH3HHHISHPHPHVHHI0HH&H\HVQRHIRXH¡HPKHMQHa

Yee

MOHHUHHI-HKH&HYHHI-HNH¦HPHNHV¦Y¸ PHHU\HHU6FH>HU MHHKHJMYHV P/HHHIYHNH¦
<HHMOHHUH*HHVLHH:NHV¦*OKHHRH:NH¦HV\H^H-HHRVYHVNHV¦HIXH6 P-HRV0HHUFHVXHH 
YHHFHNH¦6NH¦-HHKHHMFHVXHHNH¦H'HHHHVSHYHHINH¦HHHISHPHFH:HI-HHI<HYYHPHHEPNH¦HIOHNH¦
NH¦HHtH¦FH6-HEKHHIOHHHVHILHOHH6E'HHHHVHISHOHNH¦HULH)a
QFHHMHUMHHKHJM6XHKHHUSHHUsVHIMsMHUYHV'HKHYHV<HHMOHLHZPH\HZY>NH¦HV\H^H-HHRVYHV
'HHZMQFHHMV'HYH'HHI<HtH¦FHSHZPHV6PH6FH6PH\HJH(NH¦LH'HHZMHI\HHH#Y>6XHKHHUSHHU
NH¦HUSHHYHNH¦HMHUXHHVLHH:NH¦HVRVYHVNHV¦HIXH6)PH'H-HPHMNH¦HXHH<H*HHHa-HHU6FH
NHV¦'HYHJPHHM\HYHHHVLHHVQFHHMVPsH#XHNH¦H*RG,HHsYH µHHUPHLH^NHV¦FHHYHYHHUH
FHJ.HFHEHHU>H#MFH&HH(PHQYHVHINH¦HHOH/HH*YQH:YHVQFHHMVPsH#XHNH¦HU.HW\HKH0HEPHH
keâer~ nceejs Yeejle iewme mše@ue ceW heÇefle efove 1 ueeKe mes DeefOekeâ ieÇenkeâ DeeS~
PsH#XHFH:6NH¦sHU-HHUPtH¦HUYHKHMPHJMHHPHERV0HHI-HHI>HHVHTNH¨XHKPHHIR.HH)LH)a
LHHQNH¦SHHLH{NH¦OHH\H^HYHVNHV¦HIXH6KHJHTPOHNH¦H6EHI-HOHHIMOHNH¦HULH)~
PHFHHKHYHPHFHHMHVQFH:FHHYHYHHUHFHEHHU£HHU\HSHFHHVQYH'HLHM-HHXHXHHVNH¦HIYHFHH&H
KHHsYH6-HE PHEPNH¦HIOHFHEHHU µHHUPHLH^PHMNH¦HM*KHHTP/HOH/HVa<HHMOHLHZPH
PsH#XHNH¦HVP-HRV0HHUFHVXHHNH¦H*ONH¦PsH#XH,HHVHIHOHHINH¦HHLHHHa µHHUPHLH^
-HHHIPHHH:NH¦HSHHU-HYH7SHHFHH\HYHHYHV-HHXHHUMHHKHJM6XHKHHUSHHUsHUFHNH¦HV\H2HH)a

nw

Dee@HeâmeeFš Sueheerpeer ef[^ue

RMH\HHR 6XHKHHUSHHU KXHHYs FH: 6XHKHHUSHHU  KHHU'HHV6XH sZYNH¦ -HZLHYH
'HYHXHHVH(>LH LHZYsAHU SHHV 'HH)'HHVPHHU6XH 'HHZM \HHUKHHUPHHU6XH NH¦HU NH¦H#FHYH
LHZYsAHUQZFH:RWPHMHU'HH#+H¦PHH)sPHENH¦sHIYHHEH&HKH\HE2HYHHHVSHYHHNH¦HHHHTY-HOH
NH¦HULH)aHHVSHYHHNHV¦'HEOHLHOHPH<HHUYHVHIFHYHsH:NHV¦'HERM'HKHYHHU>HWsHU
HIYH<HH) a  LHZYsAHU KHHIMPHM FH: LHZPH 'HHZM OHHKHFHHYH RV.HYHV NHV¦ \HHR 'HH#XH
HTNH¨XHHMPHH)MYH\HSHHHHLHHHaFHJ¡HJ'HXH6>PHRPHH: 'HHZMPHMNH¦HMHU
6SHVHTYPHHH:NH¦HVFHHZSHWRLHHUFH:HI>AXHKH0¡HHOHPHFHHUHHNH¦HULH)a\HHUKHHUPHHU6XHNHV¦
OHJMEOHKHHIOHPHHRNH¦HU*KHFHJ.HNH¦HM.HHYHHHIYHMHUHNH¦YHVKH0HEPHHNH¦HUa
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meceepeefve‰ megj#ee

HI0¡HFH\HELHHXHNHV¦\HªFHHYHHISHXHVNH¦H6NH¦ HVsHPHH*YHH5RHYHLHM
0HHIµH¦LH^ SHHV RJLHHKHJM 6XHKHHUSHHU sVHIMsMHU NHV¦ 'HERM 'HHOHH QZ
SHHU-HEOHQHV*HSH\H)PHNH¦HU2HWXH<HMHULHHIXHHH:PHV6NH¦PHJMHHMZXHHU
LHJSHMHUa)PHMZXHHU FH: PHV 'HHI2HNH¦*OPHHQHU XHHVLHH: YHV <HHMOHLHZPH
\HH&>PHVPHE\HEHI2HOHPHJMHHPHERV0HH:NH¦HUOHHI.OHHHEKHNH¦>HUQJ)/HH5a\H>HU
PHE.HHFH:XHHVLH)PHMZXHHUNH¦HVHHVOPHHHIQOHNH¦MMQV/HVa\HªFHHYHHISHXHH
\XH>\H4NH¦NHV¦OHO-HH-H2HHYHFH:HQH%6NH¦MµH¦RHYHHI0HHI-HM<HHU'HHHHVHISHOH
HINH¦HHLHHH/HHHISHPHFH:XHHVLHH:YHVMµH¦RHYHHINH¦HHaLHQHI&HHH:
YHVPHJMHH-HHOHH0HHVRV.HH'HHZMPHJMHHH0YHHVµHMHUFH:KHWMVSHHV0HPHV<HHLH
HIXHHHa)PH0HHV NH¦HU -H-HP/HHPHQHHNH¦H\HE2HNH¦HI-HtH¦H 6XHKHHUSHHU 
RJLHHKHJM6XHKHHUSHHU sVHIMsMHU MHSHHHUFHJ.HSHHUHMHNH¦HU LHHHUHISHPHFH:
0HHIµH¦LH^NHV¦<HHMOHLHZPHHI-HOHMNH¦H:YHV'HKHYHHKHWMHHHVLHRHYHHIRHHa

[e@. yeeyeemeenye Deebyes[keâj peÙebleer meceejesn
\HHUKHHUPHHU6PHPHHU6PHsHU6PHHVHIPH60HYHFHJE\H)HIM+H¦H)YHMHUNH¦HU'HHVMPHV£HHUNH¦&HH
NH¦HE\HXHV'H2HH£HHU FHQHRV-HPHRH+HJ¦XHV*KHH2HH£HHU HI-HSHH'HELHHM.HV
PHHI¡H-H6-HEPHHU'HHVNH¦HU'HHVMPHV£HHUFHOHHUHI-HSHHH<HLHOH PHHIFHHIOHPHRPH 'HHZM
*YHNHV¦ PHHHI/HHH: YHV 'HKHYHV 'H/HNH¦ KHHIM£HFH 6-HE PHQHHVLH PHV PHFHHMHVQ NH¦H
PH+H¦XH 'HHHHVSHYH HINH¦HHa *XXHV.HYHHUH QZ HINH¦ PHFHHMHVQ FH: HIM+H¦H)YHMHU NHV¦
'HXHH-HHPHHU'HHV-HH>HUXHW\HHI0H-H>HU OH/HHFHVNH¦MsH#-HPHNHV¦6PHHVHIPH60HYHNHV¦
PHRPHOH/HH*YHNHV¦KHHIM-HHMPHRPH\H>HUPHE.HHFH:*KHHTP/HOH/HVaPHFHHMHVQFH:
lk'HQHVaMHQWHHYHE,HMHUlkYHHFHNH¦FHMHHUYHHsNH¦NH¦HFHE¡HYHHINH¦HHHISHPHNH¦H
R0HNH¦H:YHV.HW\H'HHYHER*HHHaNH¦HHtH¦FHNHV¦'HEOHFH:£HHU<HMOH*OHVNH¦MHMH
'HH<HHMKHR0HYHNHV¦KH0¡HHOHNH¦HHtH¦FHPHFHHKOHQJ'HHa

efo

YHHENH¦'HKHZXHNH¦HVFHJE\H)HIM+H¦H)YHMHUPKHHVsPHGNH¨XH\HFH:<HHMOH
KHVsAHVHIXHHFHNH¦H#KHH[MV0HYH6PHPHHU6PHsHU 6FKHXHH)SH6PHHVHIPH60HYHFHJE\H)
HIM+H¦H)YHMHU OH/HH FHZYHVSHFH:s NHV¦ PHQHHVLH PHV KHMFHKHWSH <HHMOHMOYH >H#
yeeyeemeenye Deebyes[keâj keâer 121 Jeeb peÙebleer meceejesn DeeÙeesefpele efkeâÙee ieÙee~
PHFHHMHVQFH:£HHUSHHU6PH-HHYH.HV>V NH¦HHKHHXHNH¦HIYHRV0HNH¦PHE<HHMOHEH -HHIMd
NH¦HFHLHHM YHVOHH £HHU HI-HSHH NH¦HE\HXHV £HHU 6PHHI-HSHH NHJ¦FHHM FHQHKH\HE2HNH¦
FHHPHE FHJE\H)HIM+H¦H)YHMHU£HHU'HHM>HUFHV£HHFH-HHIMdKH\HE2HNH¦ HI-HKH&HYH 
OH/HH £HHU 6XHsHU-HZOHHU FHJ.H KH\HE2HNH¦ )'HHM  'HHHIR NH¦HU *XXHV.HYHHUH
*KHHTP/HHIOH/HHUa

QZRMH\HHRPHEHEHFH:HIRYHHENH¦NH¦HV<HHMOHMOYH>H#\HH\HHPHHQV\H
'HHE\HV>NH¦MSHHU NH¦HU -HH5 SHHEOHHU 'HOHYOH'HHYHER'HHZM*XXHHPHPHV FHYHH)
LH)a £HHU 2HFHMHSH 'H0HHVNH¦ KHRV0H KH\HE2HNH¦ YHV 'HHE\HV>NH¦M SHHU NH¦HU KHHIOHFHH
NH¦HVKHJKHFHHXHHKHQYHHNH¦MSHYHPHFHWQNH¦HFHHLHR0HYHHINH¦HHa*YQH:YHVNH¦QHHINH¦
FHQHKHJ{HQFH: KHVM&HHRVOHV MQV Q4*YHNHV¦HI-H¡HHMPHV QHU PHFHHSHNH¦HV HIR0HH
HIFHXHOHHUQZ'HHZM'H¡ HKHHIM-HOHYH'HHOHHQZaNH¦HHtH¦FHFH:'HYHVNH¦-HµH¦H'HH:YHV
'HKHYHV HI-H¡HHMM.HV 'HHZM\HH\HHPHHQ\HNHV¦HI-H¡HHMH: NH¦HKH¡HHMNH¦MKHHIM-HOHYH
NH¦HUXHQMSHLHH)a

NH¦HHtH¦FHNHV¦'HHME<HFH: £HHU HI-HSHHNHJ¦FHHM6PHYHV PH<HHU NH¦HV 0HJ<HNH¦HFHYHH6E
oskeâj SmeesefmeSMeve keâes efvejblej menÙeesie osves kesâ heÇefle DeeMJemle efkeâÙee~
KHFHJ.H'HHIOHHI/H£HHU HI-HSHHNH¦HE\HXHV YHV \HH\HHPHHQ\HNHV¦'HPHHFHHYHSHHU-HYH-HµH
NH¦HU SHHYHNH¦HMHU RHUa£HHU -HHYH.HV>V YHV 6PHHVHIPH60HYHNH¦H)HIOHQHPHNH¦/HYHNH¦M
NH¦FH¡HHHIMHH: NH¦HV HIFHXHSHJXHNH¦MMQYHV NH¦HPHERV0HHIRHHaPHFHHMHVQNHV¦RHZMHYH
HIYH\HE2HNHZ¦MFH0HOHMESHFHVQERHUPHELHHUOHNHJ¦PHHD'HHHIRHI-HHI<HYYHKHHIOHHHVHILHOHH6E
DeeÙeesefpele keâj efJepesleeDeeW keâes hegjmkeâejeW mes mecceeefvele efkeâÙee ieÙee~

veesS[e #es$eerÙe keâeÙee&ueÙe keâe jepeYee<ee efvejer#eCe
YHHV6>HHVHHUHNH¦HHHXHHNH¦HMHSH<HHHHHIYHMHUH&HHIRYHEHNH¦
NH¦HV£HHUMHNHV¦0HNHJ¦FHHM*+HHIYHRV0HNH¦ NH¦HHHY-HHYH LHQFHEHHXHHHMH
efkeâÙee ieÙee ~ Fme efvejer#eCe ceW meYeer efJeYeeieeW kesâ efnvoer mecevJeÙekeâeW ves
<HHLHHIXHHHa£HHUMHSHV0H¡HOHJ-H[RHUFHQHºH\HY2HNH¦6-HE£HHUMHFHSHHUXHHXH
ºH\HY2HNH¦ HIQYRHU *µHMYHV+HJ+HLHJ¡ RVNH¦M£HHUMHNHV¦0HNHJ¦FHHMSHHUNH¦H
P-HHLHOH HINH¦HH a 'H+HYHV PHF\HHV2HYH FH: £HHU MHSHV0H ¡HOHJ-H[RHU YHV YHHV6>H
HVHHUHNH¦HHHXHHFH: QHV MQV MHSH<HHHHPHE\HE2HHU NH¦HHH[E NH¦H\HHZMH*+H

HIYHRV0HNH¦ NH¦HHHY-HHYH NHV¦PHFHHM.HHa£HHU MHNHV¦0HNHJ¦FHHMSHHU YHV
YHHV6>HHVHHUHNH¦HHHXHHNH¦HU*+HXHHT\2HHH:6-HEMHSH<HHHHPHE\HE2HHUNH¦HHH;
NHV¦HIXH6HIQYRHUHI-H<HHLHNH¦HUPHMHQYHHNH¦HUOH/HH<HHI-HHFH:MHSH<HHHHNHV¦
ºHPHHMFH:'HHZM'HHI2HNH¦HHVLHRHYHNH¦HU'H+HVHHNH¦HUaHIYHMHUH&HNHV¦'HEOHFH:
£HHUMHFHSHHUXHHXHºH\HY2HNH¦ HIQYRHU *µHMYHV£HHUMHNHV¦0HNHJ¦FHHMSHHU6-HE
PH<HHU*+HHTP/HOHYHHV6>HNHV¦'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:NH¦H2HYH-HHRHINH¦HHa
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LHH:NHV¦FHYHFH:lk\HZY>\HHUKHHUPHHU6XHOH/HH\HZY>FHZNH¦kkNHV¦\HHMVFH:FHQO-H
SHLHHYHVNHV¦HIXH6QFHHMHUKHJ&HVXHW\PHsVHIMsMHU HIMPHVXHM YHVPHHELHXHHUFH:
'HHHVHHISHOHKHHI0¡HFHFHQHMHANH¦HUPH\HPHV\H>VNH¦HIHKHR0HYHHUkkNH¦HIHHI-H0-H
kkFH: <HHLHHIXHHHaKHR0HYHHU FH: LHHV-HHHIMsVXHsVHIMsMHU NHV¦PHQHHVLH
PHVQFHHMV*OKHHR'HHZMPHV-HH6%KHRH_0HOHNH¦HULH)aNH¦HIH*OKHHRH:H(PH¡HH)
*KHNH¦M&HH: NH¦HU NH¦)KHFHJ.HNHE¦KHHIYHHH: 'HHZM'HH#sHVFHHV\HH)XH*HHVLHYHV <HHU
)PHFH: <HHLHHIXHHH/HHaKHR0HYHHU FH: XHLHHHV LHHV PHV <HHU 'HHI2HNH¦
PsH#XHH: FH: KHNH¦H0H-H-HP/HHNHV¦PHH/H'HHM-HHU'HH)+HV¦HI0HHHPHV ¡HFHNH¦YHV
-HHXHHQFHHMHPsH#XHPH\HPHV'HYHHV.HH/HHa
)PHNH¦HFHJ.H*¹V0H/HHQFHHMVFHWXHLHHQNH¦'H/HHOHHINH¦PHHYHH:NH¦HVQFHHMV
*OKHHRH:PHVKHHIMHI¡HOHNH¦MHYHHKHR0HYHHUFH:HINH¦PHHYHH:YHV\H>HUPHE.HHFH:<HHLH
HIXHHHaPHHELHXHHU HISHXHH'HELHWM'HHZM'HYHHMNHV¦*OKHHRYHNHV¦HIXH6SHHYHH
SHHOHHQZ'HOH)YH*OKHHRYHH:NHV¦HIXH6QFHHMVFHZNH¦6¡H6FH'HHVNHV¦*KHHHVLH
mebyebOeer hegeqmlekeâeSb efkeâmeeveeW keâes efJeleefjle keâer LH)~ mše@ue ceW cewkeâ 2 šer
'HHZMFHZNH¦sHU6NH¨PHNHV¦KHZNH¨PHNH¦HU<HHUHI\HtH¦HUQJ)a)PHNHV¦'HXHH-HHQFHHMV
XHH#HXsHU KHHVLHHFH 'HHZM KHHPH NHV¦ 'HHM'HHV FH: )YHNH¦HU *KHXH\2HOHH  NH¦HU
SHHYHNH¦HMHU <HHU KHHIOH<HHHILHHH: NH¦HV RHU LH)a )YH PH<HHU \HHOHH: NHV¦ PHH/H
KHHUPHHU'HHM6 PHHFHLHHU\HZYHMH: NH¦HV KHRH_0HOH NH¦MYHV NHV¦ SHHIMHV SHYHOHH NH¦HV
lk)2HYH\H¡HH'HHVMHA\H¡HH'HHVlkNHV¦KHHIOH<HHUSHHLH{NH¦HINH¦HHLHHHa
)PHHIR-HPHHUH)-HVYsFH:XHH.HPHV'HHI2HNH¦XHHVLH'HHHVHISHYQH:YHVFHZNH¦
6¡H6FH'HHV'HHZM'HYHLHV>H:NHV¦\HHMVFH:SHHYHYHH¡HHQHHISHPHKHMKHJ&HVXHW\PH
HIMPHVXHMsHUFH'HYHJ-HOHHD NH¦HH-HHQHU NH¦MMQHU QZaHIYHPPHERVQKHR0HYHFH:
Deeves Jeeues ueesieeW kesâ ceve ceW nceejs yeÇwv[ yeerheermeerSue Deewj yeÇwv[ cewkeâ
keâeÙece jnWies~
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DeeDees.... osKees.... meerKees....
HI0H-H>HU )YPsXHV0HYH YHV 'HH'HHV  RV.HHV  PHHU.HHV YHHFHNH¦ 6NH¦
HIR-HPHHUH PHJMHH HR0HYHHU NH¦H 'HHHHVSHYH HINH¦HH /HHa )PHFH: HI0H-H>HU
)YPsXHV0HYH NHV¦ PsH+H¦ 'HHZM -HNH¦FHVEYH 'HHV6FHPHHU NHV¦ 'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:
HI-HtH¦VOHH'HHVE OH/HH 'HHKHWHIOHNH¦OHH'HHVE KHHUPHHU-HHU'HHV tHW¦ 6-HE NH¦H#Ys]NH¨s -HNH¦FHVYH
HIFHXHHNH¦MXHLH<HLH'HHLHYOHJNH¦'HH6a)PHNH¦H*RG,HHsYHFHJ.HH\HE2HNH¦
6¡H6PH6PH)KHHI0¡HFHHVH£HHU -HHU>HUPHHVYHH-H&HV YHV HINH¦HH'HHZM'HKHYHV
*RG,HHsYH<HHH&HFH:6¡H6PH6PH)FHHYHRE>H:NH¦HV\HVQOHM\HYHHYHVNH¦HUHIR0HHFH:
HI0H-H>HU )YPsXHV0HYH HMH HINH¦6 LH6 HHHPHH: NH¦HU H0HEPHH NH¦HUa HI-HHI<HYYH
PHJMHHHHVSHYHH'HHVESHZPHVCPHV+H¨sHUPsHM'HH##+H¦HI0H-H>HUCCPH-HH[µHFHKHHUPHHU-HHU'HHV
tHW¦C'HHZMNH¦HFHLHHMYHENHV¦HI-HSHVOHH'HHVENH¦HV*YQH:YHV£HHUMHSHHU-HKHJMHUsHU6FH
HIMsVXH FHJE\H)sZHIMsMHU£HHULHHVKHHXHHINH¦0HYH-HHIMgH\HE2HNH¦'HH)6E>PHHU
HI0H-H>HU)YPsXHV0HYH'HHZM£HHU'HHMNHV¦MHFHsVNHV¦-HHIMgH\HE2HNH¦HI0H-H>HU
)YPsXHV0HYH NHV¦ PHH/H HIFHXHNH¦M FHV>XH 6-HE KHJMPNH¦HM HRHYH HINH¦6a )PH
HR0HYHHUFH:HI-HHI<H9H'HHILYH0HFHYHHEHHVE'HHZMPHE\HEª*KHPNH¦MH:NHV¦HR0HYHNHV¦
PHH/HPHH/H'HH)6FH6-HE'HHKHWHIOHNH¦OHH'HHVEHMH'HYHPHJMHH*KHNH¦M&HH:NH¦HV
<HHUR0HHHHLHHHSHZPHV6FHPHHU\HHU6+H¦HHMHH#HINH¨PHHIFHsHUPHWs-HH#sMSHVXH
\XH4NHV¦s'HHHIRaNH¦HHtH¦FHNH¦H'HEOHHI0H-H>HU )YPsXHV0HYHNHV¦'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:
6-HE+H¦HHMPsH+H¦HMHHINH¦6LH6'HHILYH0HFHYHHEHHVENHV¦SHHU-HEOHHR0HYHPHV
HINH¦HHLHHHaNHJ¦XHHIFHXHHNH¦MHQNH¦HHtH¦FH'HOHEOHMHV¡HNH¦6-HEPHW¡HYHHHR
/HH'HHZMPH<HHU HMHPHMHQHLHHHaHVHHUH6-HE NH¦H#KHH[MVs6¡H6PH6PH)NHV¦
'HFHWXHPHQHHVLHPHVHQ'HYHWHNH¦HHtH¦FH'HOHEOHPH+H¦XHMQHa

he

peieceieeleer jesMeveer

švee Sueheerpeer šsefjšjer kesâ veeueboe SJeb veJeeoe efpeueeW kesâ Yeejleiewme efJelejkeâeW
YHVHIFHXHNH¦MPHFHHSHNH¦HUPHQHHOHHNH¦MYHVFH:6NH¦\H>HU*KHXHHI\2HQHHIPHXHNH¦HUa
HQ*KHXHHI\2HQZKHHIM-HHMH:PHVLHHIOH)YHRHVLHH%-HH:NHV¦HOHVNH¦,HMFH:PHHZM
7SHHPHV ¡HXHYHV -HHXHV KHHVs[\HXHXHZFKHNH¦HHI-HOHM&HHINH¦HHLHHHaHI\HHH#&>6XHKHHUSHHU
'HHI<HtH¦FH NHV¦ 'HYOHLHOH QFHHMV KHHPH HI>XHH)s YHHFHNH¦ \HH&> NHV¦ PHHZM XHHXHsVYH Q4a
HI\HQHMNHV¦YHHXHYRHHISHXHVNHV¦OHQOHMHQJ)\XHH#NH¦NHV¦NH¦HSHHU¡HHNH¦6-HEFHHIXXH¡HHNH¦LHH%-HH:
NHV¦XHHVLHH:NH¦HU.HJHI0HHH%RV.HOHVQHU\HYHOHHU/HHUSH\HHVPHHZMXHHXHsVYH*YQ:\HHEsVLH6aHV
XHHXHsVYHHI-H0HVHHI>@SHH)YHNHV¦Q4'HHZMNH¦>VYHsWsYHV-HHXHVKHHZXHHUNH¦H\HH[YHVs6NH¨PHsHUHIMHM
PHV\HYHVQ4a)PHFH:6NH¦ HVsHPHHZMKHZYHXHXHLHHQJ'HHQZSHHV)PHV\HH@SHHMNHV¦PH-H£HVg
HI>@SHH)YHHHHVµH¦H'HYHJNHW¦XHPHHZM*OKHHRH:FH:PHV6NH¦\HYHHOHHQZaLHH%-H-HHXHV)YHXHHXHsVYHH:
NH¦HHHHVLHKH^YHVPHHIQOHPH<HHUHNH¦HMNH¦HULHHIOHHI-HHI2HHH:NHV¦HIXH6NH¦MPHNH¦OHVQ4NH¨HH:HINH¦
)YH XHZFKH NH¦HU HNH¦H0H HFHOHH NH¦H+H¦HU 'H¡ HU QZa HV XHHXHsVYH KHW-HHVH NHV¦ HVHHUH
6XHKHHUSHHUH\HE2HNH¦£HHU6PHPHHUPHHQWHMHPHHEPHR XHHVNH¦PH<HH £HHUNH¦HZ0HXHVY¸NHJ¦FHHM
NH¦HU *KHHIP/HHIOHFH: LHH%-H-HHXHH: NH¦HV HI-HOHHIMOHHINH¦6LH6a)PHFHHZNHV¦KHM'HYHLH&HFHHYH
-HHIµH¦ <HHU *KHHIP/HOH /HV SHZPHV sHU6FH 6XHKHHUSHHU  KHsYHH £HHU MHSHHU-H SHZPH-HHXH
NH¦HHKHHXHNH¦HI-HtH¦HLHHH£HHU KHHUNHV¦'HHV3HHOH/HHYHHXHYRH6-HE YH-HHRHHISHXHH: NHV¦
PH<HHU<HHMOHLHZPHHI-HOHMNH¦aHQCPHFHHSHNH¦HVXHHZsHYHHC/HHUFHNHV¦'HYHJPHHMHINH¦HHLHHH
NH¦HHtH¦FH/HHSHHVKHsYHH6XHKHHUSHHUsHUFHYHVHIYHHIFHOHHINH¦HH/HHa)PH,HsYHHNH¦HUHIHEs
6-HE)XHVNH¨sAH#HIYHNH¦HIFHHI>HHFH:-HHKHNH¦H¡HHMHIFHXHH'HHZM)PHYHVQFHHMV\HH&>NH¦HVXHHVLHH:
NH¦H.HHXHM.HYHV-HHXHV\HH&>NHV¦{KHFH:FHSH\HWOHHUPHVP/HHHIKHOHHINH¦HHa

heÇieefle efjheesš&

Yee

MOH KHVsAHVHIXHHFH HIQYRHU HI-H<HHLH KHHT0¡HFH HVH HMH FHJE\H) YHLHM
MHSH<HHHHNH¦HHHY-HHYHPHHIFHHIOH *KHtH¦FH NHV¦OHO-HH2HHYHFH:HIRYHHENH¦
 NH¦HV HIOHFHHQHU KHLHHIOH HIMKHHVs NHV¦ PHE0HHVHI2HOH KHH{KH KHM ¡H¡HH
PHH'HHHHVHISHOHHINH¦HHLHHHaFHHYHYHHUH>H#6FH6XHLHJKOHH*KHHIYHRV0HNH¦
NH¦HHHY-HHYH  MHSH<HHHH HI-H<HHLH LHQ FHEHHXHH )PH NH¦HHtH¦FH NHV¦ FHJ.H
'HHIOHHI/H6-HEPHENH¦HH/HVaNH¦HHtH¦FHNH¦HU0HJ{'HHOH<HHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHNHV¦£HHU
KH0HHEOHLHJKOHVHMH)0HPOH-HYHKHPOHJOHNH¦MNH¦HULH)a
£HHUFHOHHU -HHPHEOHHU -HZHPHHI¡H-H FHJE\H) YHLHM MHSH<HHHH NH¦HHHY-HHYH PHHIFHHIOH
*KHtH¦FH 6-HE -HHIMd KH\HE2HNH¦ H(QYRHU 6¡HKHHUPHHU6XH YHV FHJE\H) NHV¦ HI-HHI<HYYH
*KHtH¦FHH:PHV'HHHVQJ6MHSH<HHHH'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:NH¦H<HHMHUPHE.HHFH:*KHHTP/HOH
MQYHVNHV¦HIXHHVOH/HH<HHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHNH¦HV)PHNH¦HHtH¦FHNHV¦'H¡ V'HHHHVSHYH
NHV¦HIXHHV2HYH-HHRHIRHHa>H#6FH6XHLHJKOHHYHVPHE0HHVHI2HOHKHH{KHNHV¦\HHMV
FH:HI-HPOHOHSHHYHNH¦HMHURHUOH/HHPH<HHU*KHHTP/HOHH:PHVHIQYRHUNH¦HNH¦HHOHVSHHUPHV
\H^HYHVNH¦H'HYHJMHV2HHINH¦HHa
*YQH:YHVHIQYRHUNHV¦KHHIOHXHHVLHH:NH¦H*OPHHQ\H^HYHVNHV¦HIXHHVOH/HH)PHNH¦HHtH¦FH
keâe DeeÙeespeve keâjves kesâ efueÙes Yeejle hesš^esefueÙece keâes efJeMes<e OevÙeJeeo efoÙee~
)PHNH¦HHtH¦FHFH:FHJE\H)NHV¦HI-HHI<HYYH*KHtH¦FHH:FH:PHV'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH:YHV
'HKHYHHU *KHHTP/HHIOHR@SHNH¦MNH¦HHtH¦FHNH¦HV PH+H¦XH\HYHHHHaPH<HHU *KHHTP/HOH
'HHI2HNH¦HHIMHH: YHV <HHMOH KHVsAHVHIXHHFH NH¦HU )PH KHQXH NHV¦ HIXHHV 'HHZM 'H¡ V
'HHHHVSHYHNHV¦HIXHHV\H2HH)6-HE2HYH-HHRHIRHHa
£HHUFHOHHU PHJHFHH SHH2H-H KH\HE2HNH¦ HIQYRHU  HIYHLHHIFHOH <HHMOH KHVsAHVHIXHHFH
NH¦H#KHH[MV0HYH YHV NH¦HHtH¦FH NH¦H PHE¡HHXHYH HINH¦HH 'HHZM PH<HHU *KHHTP/HOHH: NH¦H
P-HHLHOH NH¦MOHV QJ6 HQ HI-H0-HHPH HIRXHHHH HINH¦ 'HHYHV -HHXHV -HH FH: <HHMOH
KHVsAHVHIXHHFHFH: HIQYRHU NH¦HNH¦HH'HHZM<HHU OHV@SHHU PHV \H^VLHHa£HHU HI-HHH2HM
SHHVLHPHQHHNH¦KH\HE2HNH¦HIQYRHUKHHT~HFH<HHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHHMH'HH<HHM
KHR0HYHOH/HH)E>HUNH¦PHH#+H¨s-HV'HMNHV¦\HHMVFH:SHHYHNH¦HMHURVNH¦MNH¦HHtH¦FHNH¦H
meceeheve efkeâÙee ieÙee ~

ce

‘‘ceneje°^ ceePee’’ keâe MegYeejbYe

QHMHAFH:FH)FHQHMHA
HIR-HPHNHV¦{KHFH: FHYHHHH
SHHOHHQZa)PHHIRYHKHMPHFKHW&H
MHSH FH: PHMNH¦HMHU 6-HE LHZM
PHMNH¦HMHU PHELHYHH: HMH NH¦)
PHHEPNH¦HIOHNH¦ 'HHZM PHHFHHHISHNH¦
FJesvšeW keâe DeeÙeespeve efkeâÙee
SHHOHH QZa HIRYHHENH¦  FH) NH¦HV
veeiehegj šsefjšjer ves veeiehegj
'HHZM'HFHMH-HOHHU NHV¦'HH*sXHVsH:
FH: lkFHQHMHA FHH3HHlk )PH
ieÇenkeâ Ùeespevee keâe DeejbYe
HINH¦HHa)PHHHVSHYHHNHV¦'HEOHLHOH
)2HYH lk NH¦H PKHHU>
HH   NH¦H KHVsAHVXHlk 
KejerovesJeeues nceejs ieÇenkeâ kesâ
\H¡¡HV<HHLHXHVYHVNHV¦KHHHQ4a)YH
\H¡¡HH:NH¦HVFHQHMHAKHMHIYH\HE2H
Ùee FJesvš kesâ yeejs ceW efueKeves
kesâ efueS heÇsefjle efkeâÙee peelee
QZa  NH¦HHtH¦FH NH¦H 0HJ<HHME<H KHHU6+H¦6PH KXHZHIsYHFH YHHHIFHOH 'HHM'HHV FHVPHPH HI-H0HHXH
KHVsAHVHIXHHFHYHHLHKHJMFH: HIRYHHENH¦FH)NH¦HV HINH¦HHLHHHHISHPHNH¦HU 'H2HHOHH
QFHHMVFHQHKH\HE2HNH¦\HZY>6-HE6'HHM\HHU£HHU'HSHJYHQHUMHYHVNH¦HUa>HUXHM£HHU\HHRXHFHVsHU
YHV 'HHIOHHI/HHH: NH¦HP-HHLHOHHINH¦HHa£HHU FHQVY¸RXH-HHU*KHKH\HE2HNH¦HI\HtH¦HU YHHLHKHJMYHV
R0HNH¦H:NH¦HV)PHLHHQNH¦'HHI<HHHYHNHV¦\HHMVFH:\HOHHNH¦M)PHFH:<HHLHXHVYHVNH¦H'HYHJMHV2H
HINH¦HHa £HHU 'HSHJYH QHUMH YHV <HHMOH KHVsAHVHIXHHFH NHV¦ HI-HHI<HYYH *KHtH¦FH OH/HH <HH-HHU
HHVSHYHH'HH:NHV¦\HHMVFH:\HOHHHHa*YQH:YHV>HUXHMH:NH¦HV<HHUKH/HFHP/HHYHKHMQHVYHVNHV¦HIXH6
\H2HH)RHUOH/HHPH<HHU-HHKHHM)XHHNH¦H:FH:OHVXHHI-HKH&HYHNHE¦KHHIYHHH:PHV-HHIªNH¦HFHHH_SHYH
nesves keâer DeeJeMÙekeâlee heÇkeâš keâer~ Fme Ùeespevee keâes meYeer DeejDees ceW ieÇenkeâeW keâe
KHHIOHPHHR\HQJOH'H¡ HMQHa

SHYHSHHLHzNH¥OHHSHzMHUQZa

keâ

{M)YPsXHV0HYHNHV¦'HHPHKHHPHNHV¦HIYH-HHHIPHHH:NHV¦HIXH6-HQH%NHV¦P/HHHIYHNH¦
PHMKHE¡HOH/HH*KHFHJ.HNH¦HM.HHYHHHIYHMHUHNH¦NH¦HU *KHHTP/HHIOHFH: QHXH
FH: 6NH¦SHYHSHHLH{NH¦OHHNH¦HHtH¦FH'HHHHVHISHOHHINH¦HHLHHHaNH¦HHtH¦FHFH:
NH¦)LHHIOHHI-HHI2HHH: NH¦H'HHHHVSHYHHINH¦HHLHHHSHZPHV )YPsXHV0HYHNH¦HU PHJMHH
6-HE 'HHTLYH0HFHYH PHJHI-H2HH'HH: NH¦HU SHHYHNH¦HMHU 6-HE KHR0HYH KHHIOH<HHHILHHH:
NH¦HV PHE¡HHHIXHOH HINH¦HV SHHYHV-HHXHV *OKHHRH: NHV¦ LHJ&H2HFH OH/HH 'HH#+H¦PHH)s
'HHKHHOHNH¦HXHHUYHHTP/HHIOHFH: LHHFH-HHHIPHHH: HMHNH¦HU SHHYHV-HHXHHU NH¦HM-HH)NH¦HU
SHHYHNH¦HMHUaNH¦HHtH¦FHFH:.HVXHH:NH¦H'HHHHVSHYHOH/HHPH<HHUNHV¦HIXH6SHXHKHHYH
NH¦HU<HHU-H-HP/HHNH¦HULHHHUa

Jee@ue- 2

Debkeâ - 1
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OevÙeJeeo - %eeheve

keâ

{M)YPsXHV0HYH-HHFH: 0HJ{QJ'HHa6YH6¡HKHMNHJ¦ QHU
HINH¦FHHURWMHUKHMHTP/HOH)PH)YPsXHV0HYHFH:6FH6PH6¡H6PH>HU'HHZM
6PHNHV¦'HHVOH/HHNHJ¦ \HZY>V>)2HYHSHZPHVPKHHU>'HHZMQH)PKHHU>NH¦HPHE¡HHXHYH
HINH¦HHSHHOHHQZaNH¦HVHT¡¡HHIM+H¦H)YHMHUPHVHINH¦FHHURWMHUNH¦HUtH¦H#PHNHE¦sAHU
KHH)KHXHH)YHNHV¦SHHIMHVHQH%6FH6PH6¡H6PH>HU6PHNHV¦'HHVKHHKOHHINH¦HHSHHOHH
QZa)PHXHHVNHV¦0HYHNH¦HNHJ¦XHs4NHV¦SHHINH¦XHHUQZa)PHNHV¦'HXHH-HH
)YPsXHV0HYHFH:XHWHI\HNHV¦YsPHE¡HHXHYHPHJHI-H2HH<HHUQZa
NH¦{M)YPsXHV0HYHHMHNH¦{MsVHIMsMHUFHRJMZsVHIMsMHUOH/HH¡HVYYHZsVHIMsMHU
PHVSHJ>VMHSHP-HHISHXHH:NHV¦'HHM'HHVFH:*OKHHRNH¦HU'HHKHWH_OHNH¦HUSHHOHHU
QZa HQ )YPsXHV0HYH ¡HVYYHZ NH¦HVHE\HOHWM \HELHXHJ{ 'HH)6E>PHHU sVHIMsHIMHH:
NHV¦  'HHZHHVHILHNH¦ LHHQNH¦H: NH¦HU 6FH6PH 6¡H6PH>HU 6PHNHV¦'HHV NH¦HU <HHU
FHH%LHKHWMHU NH¦MOHHQZa)PHNHV¦'HXHH-HH)PHsH_FHYHXHHMHNH¦{M'HHZMFHRJMZ
sVHIMsHIMHH: NH¦HU 6PHNHV¦'HHV NH¦HU FHH%LHKHWMHU NH¦HU SHHOHHU QZaNH¦{M)YPsXHV0HYH
6¡HKHHUPHHU6XH NH¦HV <HHU *OKHHR PHQHHOHH RVOHH QZa NH¦{M )YPsXHV0HYH NHV¦
'HERM XHW\PH <HE>HM&H QZa ¡HVYYHZ 'HHZM FHJE\H) PHV PH>NH¦ FHHLH HMH KHZNH¨>

De

ves$e-efMeefJej

heves meeceeefpekeâ oeefÙelJeeW keâes hetje keâjves keâer efoMee ceW Skeâ keâoce Deeies
\H^HOHV QJ6 FHJE\H) HIM+H¦H)YHMHU YHV YHVH HI0HHI-HM 'HHHHVHISHOH NH¦MYHV FH:
FHQHMOHQHHIPHXHNH¦MXHHUQZa'HYHJLHQHIRHYHYHHFHNH¦6YHSHHU'HHVNHV¦PHH/H
HIFHXHNH¦M FHHQJXH FH: 6NH¦ YHVH SHH%¡H HI0HHI-HM NH¦H 'HHHHVSHYH HINH¦HHa *KH
FHQHH\HE2HNH¦ OHNH¦YHHUNH¦HU £HHU PHHU SHV 'HHMYHV )PHHI0HHI-HMNH¦H*R,HHsYH
HINH¦HHa PH<HHU FHMHUSHH: NH¦HU 'HH##K/HHXHFHHVXHH#HISHPs HMH SHH%¡H NH¦HU LH) 'HHZM
'HH-H0HNH¦ 'HH)>AH#KH 6-HE R-HH)HHE RHU LH)a NHZ¦sMVNH¨s LXHWNH¦HVFHH 6-HE
>HH\HVHIsNH¦6VHIMYHHVKHZ/HHUNHV¦)XHHSHFH:-HHPHV7KHMNHV¦FHMHUSHH:NH¦HVHI-H0HVH
OHMSHHUQRHULH)a2HJE2HXHHHIR.HYHV-HHXHVFHMHUSHH:NH¦HVFHJ+H¨OH¡H0FH:'HHZMMHUHI>ELH
LXHHPHHI-HOHHIMOHHINH¦6LH6aNHJ¦XHXHHVLHH:NH¦HV)PHHI0HHI-HMPHVXHH<HKHQJ%¡HHa

34

Hesš^es Hueme

6-HE /HHVNH¦ {KH FH: XHWHI\HNHV¦YsPH KHHKOH HINH¦HV SHHOHV Q4a 6XHPHHU-HHU6¡HPHHU-HHU
HMH'HHM'HHVNH¦HVNH¦HVPHHU2HV LHHQNH¦H: 'HHZMHI-HOHMNH¦H: NH¦HV XHW\PHNH¦HU 'HHKHWH_OH
NH¦HU SHHOHHU QZa XHW\PH NH¦H -HOHFHHYH /HWKHJs KHHIOH FHHQ  FHVs QZa -HH
 NHV¦ RHZMHYH )YPsXHV0HYH PHV  HINH¦XHHU *OKHHR
<HVSHH LHHH SHHV  FH: QJ6 'HHME<H PHV XHVNH¦M 'H\HOHNH¦ NH¦H PH-HHHI2HNH¦
KHVH&HQZa-HOHFHHYHFH: KHHIOHHIRYH<HMV QJ6sANH¦H: NH¦HU 'HHZPHOHPHE.HH
QZ OH/HH )YPsXHV0HYH YHV HIRYHHENH¦  NH¦HV 6NH¦ HIRYH FH:  sZYNH¦
XHH#MHU<HMYHVOH/HH-HHNHV¦RHZMHYH)YPsXHV0HYHPHVsZYNH¦
XHH#MHU<HVSHYHVNH¦HLHHZM-HKHHKOHHINH¦HHQZa)YPsXHV0HYHNHV¦PsH+H¦VNHV¦RHMH:
KHHIM-HQYH-HVY>MH:OH/HH*YHNHV¦tHW¦NHV¦PHQHHVLHNH¦HV2HHYHFH:M.HOHVQJ6HIRYHHENH¦
NH¦HV)YPsXHV0HYHFH:lk2HYH-HHRHHKHYHlkPHFHHMHVQ'HHHHVHISHOH
HINH¦HH LHHHa PH<HHU NH¦HV HI-H0HVH <HHVSHYH OH/HH -HH NHV¦ RHZMHYH 'HHI2HNH¦OHFH
'HHMsHUNHV¦6FHNH¦-HMNH¦MYHV-HHXHV tHW¦NH¦HV KHJMPNH¦HMHIRHHLHHHaPHH/HQHU
KHHIOHXHH#MHU'HHMsHUNHV¦6FH'HHI2HNH¦OHFH'HHZPHOHNH¦-HMNH¦MYHV-HHXHVKHHIM-HHQNH¦H:
NH¦HV<HHULHHZM-HHHTY-HOHHINH¦HHLHHHaKHVsAHVKXHPHNH¦HU'HHVMPHVNH¦{M)YPsXHV0HYH
NH¦HV\HQJOH\HQJOH\H2HH)a

Deeheelekeâeueerve lewÙeejer keâer peeBÛe

efMe

-H>HUFH:PHENH¦sHIYHHYH&HKH\HE2HYHHHVSHYHHNHV¦'HYHJPHHM'HHKHHOHNH¦HXHHUYH
OHZHHMHU NH¦HU SHH%¡HNH¦HU LH)HISHPHFH: \HHUKHHUPHHU6XHFHJE\H)HIM+H¦H)YHMHU
'HH)'HHVPHHU6XH6¡HKHHUPHHU6XHLHHVRMVSHNHZ¦PsAH#XH'HHZM6FH\HHUKHHUsHU YHV 'HKHYHV
PsH+H¦'HHZM*KHNH¦M&HH:NHV¦PHH/H)PHFH:<HHLHHIXHHHaP/HHHIYHNH¦KHJHIXHPHPsV0HYH
NHV¦KH<HHMHU OH/HH6FH\HHUKHHUsHU 'HPKHOHHXHNHV¦>H#NH¨sMH: YHV <HHU 6F\HJXHVYPHPHHIQOH
FmeceW Yeeie efueÙee~SceSme šwvkeâ kesâ Jee@šj [^sve JeeuJe kesâ heeme Deeie keâe ÂMÙe
HIYHH_FHOHHINH¦HHLHHH/HHa-HNH¦FHZYH'HHZMPsH+H¦YHV KHWMV FHYHPHV )PHFH: <HHLH
HIXHHHaPH<HHUYHVsHUFHNHV¦PHFHY-HHYH'HHZMPHFHHHIYH2HHM&HNH¦HUKH0HEPHHNH¦HUa
FHH#NH¦HI>AXHNH¦HUHQLHHIOHHI-HHI2HHI0H-H>HUFH:PHJMHH6-HEPHEMHHNHV¦KHHIOH¡HXHHHV
peevesJeeues efvejblej DeefYeÙeeve keâe Skeâ Deewj heeÙeoeve nw~

Deeqive mesJee mehleen

efMe

JeÌ[er FvmšuesMeveFH:PHV'HKHZXHNHV¦\HHU¡H'HHTLYHPHV-HH
PHKOHHQFHYHHHHLHHHa-HHFH:FHJE\H)NHV¦HI-HNH¨sHVHIMHH>H#NH¦FH:
NH¦HLHH[ -HVPHXH6PH6PH+H¦HVsHTPsNH¦HUYHNH¦HV XHLHHU 'HHLH\HJ3HHYHV FH: 'HKHYHHU SHHYH
NH¦HU 'HHQJHIOH RVYHV-HHXHV 'HHTLYH0HFHYH NH¦FH¡HHHIMHH: NH¦HU PFHHIOH FH: 'HHTLYH PHV-HH
mehleen ceveeÙee peelee nw~
NH¦FH¡HHHIMHH: OH/HHVNHV¦RHMNHV¦PsH+H¦NHV¦NH¦HZ0HXH6-HE HHYHNH¦HU KHM.HQVOHJ
'HHTLYH0HFHYH HI>AXH QHVSH HI>AXH +H¦HHM )ESHYH HI>AXH PHJMHH ¡HHUSHH: NH¦HV
KHQ¡HHYHYHH SHZPHV HI-HHI<HYYH )-HVYs M.HV LHHVa )PHNHV¦ 'HXHH-HH HIPHNH¨HJHIMsHU
PsH+H¦NH¦HVsZYNH¦XHH#HIMHH:FH:M.HVLHHVYHNH¦XHHUKHHPHXH^W%^NH¦MQsHYHVNHV¦HIXH6
keâne ieÙee~ mehleen kesâ meceeheve meceejesn keâer DeOÙe#elee ßeer Sce.Sue.
NHJ¦sV *KH FHQHKH\HE2HNH¦ NH¦HHP/HXH PHJMHH 6-HE PHEMHH YHV NH¦HU a*YQH:YHV
PH<HHU NH¦FH¡HHHIMHH: NH¦HV 'HHTLYH0HFHYH FHWXH \HHOHH: NH¦HU SHHYHNH¦HMHU QHVYHV NH¦HU
'HH-H0HNH¦OHHKHNH¦sNH¦HUa*KHFHQHKH\HE2HNH¦ NH¦HHP/HXHPHJMHH'HHZMPHEMHH 
YHVHI0H-H>HUFH:¡HXHH)SHHYHV-HHXHHUFHHHIPHNH¦PHJMHHHHVSHYHHNHV¦HI-HSHVOHH'HH:NH¦HV
kkPHV+H¨sHUPsHMkkkkNH¦HFHLHHMYHEkk'HHZMkk>AH)-HMHTNH¨XHYHMSHHV>HUYHEkk'HHHIR
hegjmkeâej heÇoeve efkeâÙee~ efJeefYevve heÇefleÙeesefielee kesâ efJepesleeDeeW keâes heÇeosefMekeâ
KH\HE2HNH¦ HIMsVXH £HHULHHVKHHXHNH¦&HYHYHVKHJMPNH¦HMKHRHYHHINH¦HVa

SveDeejDeesFH:'HHTLYHPHV-HHPHKOHHQNHV¦'H-HPHMKHMYHHV'HHTLYH0HFHYH*KHNH¦M&HH:
NH¦HKHR0HYHOH/HH'HHTLYH6-HEPHJMHHKH0YHFHE¡H'HHHHVHISHOHHINH¦HHLHHHa)PH
'H-HPHM KHM £HHU 6FHPHHUMVHIQXH *KH FHQHKH\HE2HNH¦ PHE<HHMOHYH  *µHM FHJ.H
'HHIOHHI/HNHV¦{KHFH:/HVaPHJMHH0HKH/HXHVYHVNHV¦\HHR*YQH:YHV'HHTLYHPHV-HHPHKOHHQ
NH¦HFHQO-H\HOHHHHa'HHTLYH6-HEPHJMHHKH0YHFHE¡HFH:PKHHU>FHZNH¦sHUYHVNH¨Ps
<HHMOHLHZPHKHHVM+H¦H#M0HHVM)YH6E>'HH*ssHUFH:\HYHH)LH)/HH5HISHYHFH:PHV
)YH6E>'HH*ssHUFHHI-HSHVOHHOH/HH<HHMOHLHZPHsHUFH*KHHI-HSHVOHHMQHUaHI-HSHVOHH
sHUFHH:NH¦HVKHJMPNH¦HMP-H{KH)YH6E>'HH*sNHV¦-HH*¡HMHIRHVLHHVa'HHTLYH0HFHYH
*KHNH¦M&HH:NHV¦KHR0HYHHUFH:QH)>AHVNH¦H\HYHHI>sVNH¨sM6NH¨PKXHHVHISH-HFHHUsM6HTYs
PsZHIsNH¦\HVXsPHHIQOHPHV+H¨sHUQHMYHVPH+H¦HHMKHH#HTNH¨PHHIFHsHUPHWsSHZPHV*KHNH¦M&HH:
NHV¦*KHHHVLHFH:PH<HHUPsH+H¦YHV{HI¡HR0HH)a

mJeemLÙe mesJee ceW Skeâ keâoce

Ûesjueeheuueer FvmšuesMeve FH: 'HKHZXHPHV 'HKHZXHOHNH¦FHYHHHHLHHH
'HHTLYH HIYH-HHM&H PHKOHHQ )YPsXHV0HYH NHV¦ -HHIMdOHFH PsH+H¦ HMH MHAHUH
PHJMHH3HE>H+H¦QMHNH¦MKHHME<HQJ'HHa-HHIMd)YPsXHV0HYHKH\HE2HNH¦£HHUPHESHHU-H
MZYHHYHVPsH+H¦VNH¦H-HNH¦FHZYHH:OH/HHKHHUPHHU-HHUtHW¦NH¦HV'HH#HXH)YPsXHV0HYHFH:
'HHTLYHHIYH-HHM&HPHKOHHQNH¦HU'HH-H0HNH¦OHHPHFH3HH)aPHKOHHQNHV¦RHZMHYH'HYH
NH¦)NH¦HHtH¦FH'HHHHVHISHOHHINH¦HVLHHVSHZPHV'HHM'HHVNH¦HVHI-HHISHsRVNH¦MPHJMHH
NH¦H HIYHMHUH&H NH¦MYHH 'HHZM PsH+H¦ NH¦HV >HUPHHUKHHU 6+H¦) PHE¡HHXHYH OHNH¦YHHUNH¦
HIPH.HHHH LHHH QHVSHVPH NHV¦ NH¦YHVNH¨0HYHPHE¡HHXHYH KHM KHR0HYH PHJMHH
KH0YHFHE¡HNH¦H'HHHHVSHYH'HHTLYH0HHFHNH¦H:NH¦HUSHH%¡H>HUPHHUKHHU6+H¦)PHE¡HHXHYH
KHM KHHIOHHHVHILHOHH LHQMH&H KHHIOHHHVHILHOHH OH/HH +H¦HHM HI>AXHNH¦HPHE¡HHXHYH
Deeefo keâe Yeer DeeÙeespeve efkeâÙee ieÙee~

mJee

P/HQHU PHEKHHIµHQZ )PHV 2HHYHFH: M.HOHV QJ6\HHUKHHUPHHU6XH
¡HVMXHHKHXXHHUYHVHIRYHHENH¦NH¦HVPH<HHUNHV¦HIXH6HHVLH
KHHI0HH&H'HHHHVHISHOHHINH¦HHa-HHIMd)YPsXHV0HYHKH\HE2HNH¦YHV -HVXHYHVPH
[eFš nesce mes DeeÙes heÇefMe#ekeâeW keâe mJeeiele keâj Keeves keâer mener Deeole
>HXHYHV 'HHZM -HHHHFH NH¦MYHV PHV -HHIµH¦ HINH¦PH KHNH¦HM OHYRJ{POH MQ
mekeâlee nw Fme hej peesj efoÙee~ Ùeesie heÇefMe#ekeâ ves heÇefleYeeefieÙeeW keâes
KHNH¦HMNHV¦-HHHHFH\HOHHHVPH<HHU YHV \H>V *OPHHQNHV¦PHH/H)PHNH¦H
'H<HHPHHINH¦HHa'HEOHFH:P-HHP/HSHHE¡HNH¦MPH<HHUNH¦HVHIMKHHVsRHULH)a
PH<HHUHIMKHHVsNHV¦'HYHJPHHM'HHQHMPHE\HE2HHUPHW¡HYHH6ERHULH)aKHHIOH<HHHILHHH:
YHV)PHKHHI0HH&HNHV¦KHHIOHPHEOHHVH-HµH¦HINH¦HHHINH¦*YQ:6NH¦OHYHH-HFHJµH¦
SHHU-HYHSHHUYHVOH/HH\HVQOHMSHHU-HYHNHV¦HIXH6.HHYHVNH¦HU'HHROHH:NHV¦\HHMVFH:
'H¡ HUSHHYHNH¦HMHUHIFHXHHUa
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LHHQNH¥H:NH¥HUPHV-HHFH:XHHXHz

megj#ee kesâ heeBÛe ceb$e

XH{6XHKHHUSHHUsVHIMsMHU'HKHYHV*ONH¦LHHQNH¦PHV-HHNHV¦HIXH6KHHIMHI¡HOH
nw~ Fme šsefjšjer keâes ve kesâJeue nceejs keâe@heexjsMeve mes yeequkeâ efJeefYevve
PHFHHSHPHV-HHU PHELHYHH: PHV <HHU KHJMPNH¦HMHIFHXHV Q4aHI-H0-HMV>tH¦H#PHHIRYHNHV¦
'H-HPHM KHM MV> tH¦H#PH PHHVPHHHsHU 'HE\HHXHH HMH QFHHMV KHRV0H KH\HE2HNH¦
6XHKHHUSHHU XHHXH£HHUYHMV0HNHJ¦FHHM'HQJSHHNH¦HVPHFFHHHIYHOHHINH¦HHLHHHa
>HUPHHU'HE\HHXHHHIPHsHUHMHsAH#+H¦HUOH/HHKH0HEPHHKHHKHRHYHHINH¦HHLHHHa)PH
'H-HPHMKHMHISHXHHKH0HHPHYHNHV¦KHRHHI2HNH¦HMHUOH/HHPHV'HHI2HNH¦KHHIOH<HHLHHU
*KHHTP/HOH/HVa'HHHVHIRYHQFHRJ,HsYHH'HH:NHV¦\HHMVFH:KH^OHVQ4a6VPHVFH:,HHHXHH:
NH¦HV.HWYHNH¦HUSH{MOHKH>OHHUQZ'HHZM'HHKHHOHNH¦HXHFH:.HWYHHIFHXHYHHFHJHT0NH¦XH
QHV SHHOHHQZa'HOH6NH¦ HVsHUPHHU PHV-HHNHV¦{KHFH: XHHXHFH: MµH¦RHYH
efMeefJej Yeer DeeÙeesefpele efkeâÙes peeles nQ~
QHXH FH:  NH¦HV )EHI>HYH MV>
tH¦H#PHPHHVPHHHsHU¡HE>HULH^HMHMµH¦RHYH
efMeefJej DeeÙeesefpele efkeâÙee ieÙee~ efMeefJej
ceW ve kesâJeue nceejs mšeHeâ yeequkeâ
VNHV¦RHM VNH¦H -HNH¦FHZYH >AH)-HM
efmekeäÙegefjšer mšeHeâ Deewj uesyej mšeHeâ keâe
jòeâoeve ceW DelÙeefOekeâ menÙeesie osKekeâj
[e@keäšj Yeer efJeeqmcele nes ieS~

 MHHIHFH:-HLHZPHPsHV-H*KHHHVLHFH:YHQHVYHVNH¦HUHIP/HHIOHFH:MVLHJXHVsM
keâes yevo jKeW~

uee

yeerheermeerSue [^erce Hueeve

keâe

HKHHXHNH¦ HIYHRV0HNH¦ FHHPHEPHV  £HHU sHU PHHVFHYHH/H 6-HE *KH
FHQHKH\HE2HNH¦ FHHPHEPHV  KHHT0¡HFH  £HHU MFHV0H YHHHM YHV HIRYHHENH¦
NH¦HV -HH>HUXHW\HNHV¦PsH+H¦NHV¦PHH/H¡H¡HHNH¦MYHV NHV¦*¹V0HPHV
Jee[eruetye FvmšuesMeve keâes efJeefpeš efkeâÙee~ mšeHeâ keâes mebyeesefOele keâjles ngS
*YQH:YHV -HH>HUXHW\H)YPsXHV0HYH\HHUKHHUPHHU6XHNH¦HV KHJMHYHV XHHVNHV¦0HYHH: FH: PHV 6NH¦
QHVYHVNHV¦NH¦HM&H*PHNH¦H6VHIOHQHHIPHNH¦FHQO-H\HOHHHHOH/HHXHW\PH6PH\HHUHWNH¦HU
*KHXHHT\2HHH:FH:-HH>HUXHW\HNHV¦\H>VPHQHHVLHNH¦HU<HHUKH0HEPHHNH¦HUa
'HKHYHV<HHH&HFH:*YQH:YHVOHVXH*HHVLHNH¦HU'HHH_/HNH¦HTP/HHIOHNH¦HV2HHYHFH:M.HOHV
ngS yee]peej ceW lespeer mes yeouevesJeeues ceenewue ceW efvejblejlee yeveeÙes jKeves kesâ
HIXH6XHHLHOHNH¦FHNH¦MYHVNHV¦HI-HHI<HYYH*KHHHH:NH¦HVNH¦HHHHTY-HOHNH¦MYHVNHV¦\HHMV
FH:\HOHHHHa*YQH:YHVPsH+H¦NH¦HV'HKHYHVKHHIOHPKHH_2HHH:PHV'HHLHV\H^YHV'HHZMRV0H
FH: FHZNH¦NH¦HV PH-HH[¡¡H\HZY>\HYHHYHV NHV¦KHHIOHKHVHIMOHHINH¦HHa*YQH:YHV NH¦QHHINH¦
QFHHMVHMHKHHJµH¦FH0HHUYHMHU'HHZM*KHNH¦M&H'HOHH2HJHIYHNH¦Q4'HHZM*OKHHRYH
XHHLHOHNH¦FHNH¦M*OKHHRNH¦OHH\H^HYHVNH¦HUOHHU-H'HH-H0HNH¦OHHQZaNH¦HHKHHXHNH¦
HIYHRV0HNH¦ FHHPHEPHV NH¦HU HI-HHISHs'HHZM*YHNHV¦<HHH&HPHV HIYH0¡HHQHU PsH+H¦
keâes heÇsjCee efceueer nw pees nceejs [^erce hueeve ue#ÙeeW keâes neefmeue keâjves ceW Ùen
uetyme keâejesyeej keâes meneÙekeâ nesieer~
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 LHZPHPsHV-HNH¦HVSHFHHUYHKHMYHM.H:LHZPHPsHV-HNH¦HVHIPHHIXHY>MPHV
7E¡HVKXHZs+H¦H#FHKHMQHUM.H:a
 HI>XHHU-HMHUNHV¦PHFHHHIPHHIXHY>MNH¦H-HSHYH-HXHHUNHV¦SH¡HZNH¦NH¦M:a
 RHV -HHFH: 6NH¦\HHM'HKHYHV 6XHKHHUSHHU )EPsH#XHV0HYHNH¦HHIYHMHUH&H
HI>HIPsA\HWsMNHV¦'HHI2HNH¦OHFHZNHV¦HIYHNH¦HMHPHJHIYHHI0¡HOHNH¦MHH:a
 6XHKHHUSHHUNH¦HULHE2H'HHYHVKHMMVLHWXHVsMNH¦HVOHJMEOH\HYRNH¦M:HINH¦PHHU
<HHU HI\HSHXHHU NHV¦*KHNH¦M&HNH¦HV 'HH##YHHH'HH##+H¦YHNH¦M:-H'HKHYHV
HI>HIPsA\HWsM)FHMSH:PHHUPHVXHNH¦HVPHW¡HYHHR:a

Deeheelekeâeueerve lewÙeejer keâe heÇoMe&ve

ces

MFH:HIMsVXHNH¦H*¹V0HPHRZ-HQHUkkPHJMHHKH/HFHkkMQHQZaQFH'HKHYHV
RZYHEHIRYHNH¦HHFH:kkPHJMHHkkNH¦HU<HH-HYHHRHVQMHOHVMQOHVQ4aFHVMHI>KHHV
NH¦HU P/HHKHYHH \HFHH0HVXH NHV¦ HJLH FH: QJ) /HHUa )PH HI>KHHV PHV *µHM KHRV0H NHV¦
LHHHI@SHHH\HHRFHVM'HHZM\HHLHKHOHNHV¦OHHUYHFHQO-HKHW&HHISHXHH:FH:HTP/HOH'HHM'HHV
NH¦HV OH/HH )YH )XHHNH¦H: NHV¦  'HH)6E>PHHU LHHQNH¦H: NH¦HV <HHU 'HHKHWH_OH NH¦HU
SHHOHHUQZa6FH6PH6SHHUsZYNH¦sHUNHV¦'HH*sXHVsXHH)YHNHV¦RWPHMV-HHX-HPHV
HIMPHH-HQHVYHV NH¦H0HHIXHHHLHHHHISHPHFH: LHVSHMYHV XHHVNHV¦0HYHKH<HHMHU NH¦HV
6FH6PHHIMPHH-HNH¦HUPHW¡HYHHRHUa)PHKHMHIMPHH-HMHVNH¦YHVNHV¦HIXH6)ESHHUHIYHHMH5LH
sHUFH\HJXHH)LH)a)PHHU \HHU¡H6FH6PHNH¦HHIMPHH-HQHVNH¦MPHEHI¡HOHQHV LHHHa
efjmeeJe jeskeâves keâe heÇÙeeme keâjles meceÙe Skeâ mhewvej peceerve hej efiejkeâj
HI¡HYHLHHMHU HIYHNH¦XHYHV NHV¦ NH¦HM&H -HVKHM NH¨XHH*> PHV 'HHLH XHLH LH)a -HQH% KHM
*KHHTP/HOH-HNH¦FHZYHYHV OHJMEOHHINH¦LHH>HUPHHUKHHU 'HHTLYH0HHFHNH¦NH¦H*KHHHVLH
HINH¦HHa)ESHHU'HHI2HNH¦HMHU YHV 'HHLH'HHLHHI¡HXXHHNH¦M-HHU6¡H6+H¦KHMXHHVNHV¦0HYH
KH<HHMHU NH¦HV PHWHI¡HOHHINH¦HHHISHYQH:YHV NH¦H#F\HVsMVPNH¨HW 'HHZM'HH#HTNH¨PHXHMHU sHUFHH:
NH¦HV \HJXHHHHa PH<HHU YHV OHJMEOH NH¦HM-HH) NH¦M 'HHLH KHM NHZ¦PHV HIYHHYH&H NH¦M:
)PHNH¦HKHR0HYHHINH¦HHa

mehevee
‘‘yeerlee ngDee keâue Deepe keâe mehevee nw
DeevesJeeuee keâue Deepe keâe mehevee nw
Deleerle Deewj YeefJe<Ùe keâer efÛeblee cele keâjes
kesâJeue Jele&ceeve ner Dehevee nw~’’
efkeâMeesj ceC[uekeâj
veeieHegj

ueesie
oerIe& mesJee keâe mecceeve

ßeer efJepeÙe Deej KejÛes,
PHEHEHKH\HE2HNH¦-HH>HUXHW\H-HH

ßeer cegjejer ueeue,HIPHNH¨HJHIMsHULHH>
*HV-HH

ieesefJeboYeeF& je"es[, HI-HµHHI-H<HHLHPHHU'HHV
-HH

ßeer meleerMe ieghlee,
FHHPHEPHE*µHM-HH

ßeer Oecexvõ efleJeejer,*KHKH\HE2HNH¦ KHHIM¡HHXHYH 
0HHQSHQH%KHJM-HH

ßeer MÙeece ueeue ogDee,
0HV'H>PHH_-HPH*µHM-HH

mesJeeefveJe=efòe

ßeer jeceÛevõ,SHHU'HHV
0HHQSHQH%KHJM-HH
£HHU*KHNH¦HMHIPHEQ
£HHUHINH¦0HHVMFH&>XHNH¦M
PHJ£HHUFHHUYHHNH¦HVQH>
PHJ£HHU0HHFHXHHU*)NHV¦
£HHUHI-HXHHPHNH¦&H[-HHM
£HHUHIYHFHXHNHJ¦FHHMFHSHJFHRHM)6&>KHHUHI-H<HHLH*HV








-HH
-HH
-HH
-HH
-HH
-HH

ßeer iegjosJe efmebn 6XH-HHU>HU 'HHIOHHI/H PHE\HE2H FHHPHEPHV *µHM
HIRYHHENH¦NH¦HV PHV-HHHIYH-HµHQJ6a)PH'H-HPHMKHM
£HHU LHJRV-H HIPHEQ NHV¦ PHFFHHYH FH: 6NH¦ PHFHHMHVQ 'HHHHVHISHOH
HINH¦HH LHHHa £HHU HIPHEQ YHV HIRYHHENH¦  NH¦HV
0HNHJ¦M\HPOHHU )YPsXHV0HYH FH: 6XH-HHU>HU NHV¦ KHR KHM NH¦HH<HHM
PHE<HHXHH /HHa OHOKH0¡HHOH HIRYHHENH¦  PHV -HV
FHHPHEPHV *µHM HVH FH: NH¦HHMOHMQVa *YQH:YHV XHLH<HLH-HH
NH¦H#KHH[MV0HYH NH¦HU PHV-HH NH¦HUa £HHU HIPHEQ NH¦HV PHJ.HHU PHV-HHHIYH-HµH
peerJeve keâer MegYekeâeceveeSb~
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Ssmee Yeer heÇsce

S

NH¦+H¦NH¦HUM\HQJOHHIRYHH:OHNH¦\HHR0HHQNHV¦PHH/HMQHa\HHR0HHQNH¦H*PH
Heâkeâerj hej yengle heÇsce nes ieÙee ~ heÇsce Yeer Flevee efkeâ yeeoMeen jele
NH¦HV<HHU*PHV'HKHYHVNH¦FHMVFHVPHJXHHOHHaNH¦HV)<HHUNH¦HFHQHVOHHOHHVRHVYHH:PHH/H
PHH/HQHUNH¦MOHVa
6NH¦HIRYHRHVYHH: HI0HNH¦HM.HVXHYHV LH6'HHZMMHPOHH<HsNH¦LH6a<HW.HVKHHPHV
6NH¦KHV>NHV¦YHHU¡HVKHQJE¡HVaKHV>KHM6NH¦QHU+H¦XHXHLHH/HHa\HHR0HHQYHV,HHV>V
KHM¡H^NH¦M+H¦XHNH¦HV'HKHYHVQH/HPHVOHHV>Ha\HHR0HHQYHV+H¦XHNHV¦ sJNH¦>V
efkeâS Deewj Deheveer Deeole kesâ cegleeefyekeâ henuee šgkeâ[e Heâkeâerj keâes efoÙee ~`
+H¦NH¦HUMYHVsJNH¦>H.HHHH'HHZM\HHVXHHC\HQJOHP-HHHIR6VPHH+H¦XHNH¦<HHUYHQHU
KeeÙee ~ Skeâ šgkeâ[e Deewj os oW ~ ogmeje šgkeâ[e Yeer Heâkeâerj keâes efceue ieÙee~
+H¦NH¦HUMYHV6NH¦sJNH¦>H'HHZM\HHR0HHQPHVFHH%LHHIXHHHa)PHHUOHMQ+H¦NH¦HUMYHV

KHHE¡HsJNH¦>VFHHELHNH¦M.HHHIXH6aSH\H+H¦NH¦HUMYHV'HHHI.HMHUsJNH¦>HFHHELHHOHHV
\HHR0HHQYHVNH¦QHCHQPHHUFHHPHV\HHQMQZa'HHHI.HMFH4<HHUOHHV<HW.HHQW%a
FHVMHOHJFHKHMKHVFHQZKHMOHJFHFHJ3HPHVKHVFHYHQHUNH¦MOHVaC
'HHZMPHFHHsYHV+H¦XHNH¦HsJNH¦>HFHJ%QFH:M.HHIXHHHaFH%JQFH:M.HOHVQHUMHSHH
YHV*PHV/HWNH¦HIRHHNH¨HH:HINH¦-HQNH¦>-HH/HHaMHSHH\HHVXHHOHJFHKHHLHXHOHHV
YHQHU)OHYHHNH¦>-HH+H¦XHNHZ¦PHV.HHLH6"*PH+H¦NH¦HUMNH¦H*µHM/HH`efpeve
neLeeW mes yengle ceer"s Heâue Keeves keâes efceues, Skeâ keâ[Jes Heâue keâer efMekeâeÙele
NHZ¦PHVNH¦{E"PH\HsJNH¦>V)PHHIXH6XHVOHHLHHHOHHHINH¦'HHKHNH¦HVKHOHHYH¡HXHVaC
PHEPHHMFH: 6VPHH-HHIµH¦QHU PHEOHJQHV PHNH¦OHHQZ aPHEOHHVHNH¦HU <HHU 'HKHYHHU
ieefCele Deewj kewâefcemš^er nw ~
pÙeeslmvee heÇÛeb[, SÛeDeejSme-heefMÛece

nce eEnogmleeveer heÇefleÙeesefielee
QFHPHQHPHWHI¡HOHNH¦MOHV Q4 HINH¦KHVsAHV KXHPHHIQYRHU HI-H0HVHHENH¦ 'HLHPOHHIPHOHE\HM NHV¦'HENH¦FH: KHNH¦HHI0HOH QFHH(QRJPOHHYHHU KHHIOHHHVHILHOHH FH: 'HHI.HXH
<HHMOHHUH'HH2HHMKHMKHHKOHKHHI-HHTHH:FH:PHVXHNH¦HU>AH#HIYHNH¦HXHHLHHH'HHZMHIYHFYHNH¦FH¡HHHIMHH:NH¦HVHI-HSHHHU,HHVHIHOHHINH¦HHLHHH
1. ßeerceleer megcevee yewvepeea,  6¡H'HHM6PH KHW-H 
2. ßeer heÇmeVe nsvõs,  'HHM\HHU'HYHJ<HHLHPHHU'HHV
 ßeerceleer megyyeeue#ceer jecemegyeÇceeefveÙeve DeÙÙej,  )YH6E>'HH*sMHUsVXH6¡HNH¨HWFHVNH¦MsH#-HPH
 ßeerceleer DeeMee efÛeKeueerkeâj,  6¡H'HHM6PH KHHI0¡HFH 
5. ßeer mevele ieesmJeeceer,  PHQHHVLHHUHI-HµHPHV-HH6EKHW-H
HIQYRHUNH¦HPHHU'HHVNH¦HU'HHVMPHVPH<HHUHI-HSHVOHH'HH:NH¦HVQHH_RNH¦\H2HH)a
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YHHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHNH¦HHNH¦MYHVQVOHJPH-H£HVgP/HHYHQZNH¨HH:HINH¦
*OKHHRYHNHJ¦0HXHOHH'HHZMPHJMHH0HZXHHU)PHNH¦HU'HXHLHQHUKHQ¡HHYHQZa
SHHYHQZOHHVSHQHYHQZ)PHHUHIXH6PHJMHHNHV¦KHE¡HFHEHH:NH¦HNH¦M-HHOHH2HHYHQZa
PH<HHULHHIQHI&HHH:NHV¦SHJ\HHEKHM \HYHHH:.HHYHHKHMHVPH:KHHM NH¦HLHHYHQZa
FHHVXH\HMH\HMOHHVXHNH¦HPHFHJHI¡HOHM.HOHH2HHYHQZa
Fmekeâer iegCeJeòee Deewj mesJee mebkeâuhevee hej nceW DeefYeceeve nw~
NH¦MOHHQW%LHJ&HLHHYH<HHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHQFHHMHFHQHYHQZa
)PHHUPHVQFHHMHFHHYHPHFFHHYH)PHPHVQHUQFHHMHUKHQ¡HHYHQZa
'HHI2HNH¦HMHU'HHZMNH¦FH¡HHMHUPH\H)YHNH¦HUSHHYHQ4HQQFHHMHU'HHYH'HHYH\H
6XHKHHUSHHUHIMsVXH6HI-H60HYH'HH)6&>PHHU)6&>KHHU'HHZMHIM+H¦HHYHMHU)PH
Deye lees osMe kesâ yeenj otj osMe ceW lesue Keespeves ceW Fmekeâe OÙeeve nw~
FHJE\H)NH¦HVXHNH¦HOHH¡HVYYHZ'HHZMHIRXXHHU'H2HHSHHUNHV¦¡HOHJHIR0HNH¦FHHYHQ4
KHW-HH[µHMFH:YHJFHHXHHULH^RHIH&HNH¦HVHI¡¡HKHHI0¡HFH
FHHQJXHFH2H<HHMOH\HHUYHH'HHVFHHYHQZa
RHFHE¡HH0YHFHE¡HYHSHHYHV'HHZMHINH¦OHYHV'HHI<HHHYHQ4a
\HHU6FHPHHUSHHU6NH¦YHHHYHHFH6NH¦YH-HHUYHHIYH0HHYHQZa
LHHQNH¦PHEOHJHI<HHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHNH¦HRHUYH2HFH'HHZM)FHHYHQZa
NH¨HH:HINH¦<HHMOHKHVsAHVHIXHHFHNH¦HHNH¦MYHVQVOHJPH-H£HVgP/HHYHQZa

Yeejle hesš^esefueÙece :
meJe&ßes‰ keâeÙe&mLeue

keâeÙe&Heeuekeâ HeefjJeer#eeOeerve

Ješ Je=#e- Skeâ DeeMee
FH4-HHQW%6NH¦'HH0HHQW%a
FHJ3HV'HH<HHPHQZ\HJªNH¦HHIYH-HHPHQZa
)PH-HH{KHPHVFHJ3HV'HHPHQZa
HHYHNH¦HHI-HPOHHMQZ*XXHHPHQHU*XXHHPHQZa
LHQMH)'HHZM^OHHQZHI+H¦M<HHUHI-HYHFHOHHQZa
FHVMH'HH-HHPHQZKHHIHHH:NH¦HU¡HQ¡HQHQsQZa
\H¡¡HHVENH¦HUHI.HXHHI.HXHHQsQZa
'HNHV¦XHHQW%HI+H¦M<HHURJHI.HHH:NH¦HP-HH-HXHF\HYHQW%a
FHFHOHHFHHHUFHH%SHZPHHKHHMHQW%a
FH4-HHQW%6NH¦'HH0HHQW%a

DeesefceMe yewveeÌ[e
F&Deejheer meermeer, cegbyeF&

keâercele
PHHXHNH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PH0H.PHPHVKHWHI 6
pees Hesâue ngDee nes~
FHQHUYHVNH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PH0H.PHPHVKHWHI 6
HISHPHVHIKH XHVFHQHUYHVOHYH.-HHQYHHIFHXHHUQHVa
Q+H¨OHVNH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PHPHVKHWHI 6SHHVKHWMHQ+H¨OHH'HPKHOHHXHFH:MQHQHVa
,HEsVNH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PHPHVKHWHI 6HISHPHYHVHINH¦PHHUNH¦H)EOHSHHMHINH¦HHQHVa
HIFHYHsNH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PH-HHIµH¦PHVKHW VHISHPHYHVsAVYHHIFHPHNH¦HUQHVa
PHVNH:¦>NH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PHPHVSHHYHVSHHVRJ,HsYHHPHV\HHXH\HHXH\H¡HHQHVa
MHVsHUNH¦HUNH¦HUFHOH*PHPHVSHHYHVSHHVHIRYH<HM<HW.HHQHVa
meesyeveefmebn efmeceJeeue
DeefleefLe mebyebOe, Gòej #es$e
Jee@ue- 2

Debkeâ - 1
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¹ãñ›Èãñ ¹ÊãÔã ¹ããŸ‡ãŠØã¥ã ÔãÌãóàã¥ã
¹ãñ›Èãñ ¹ÊãÔã ¹ããŸ‡ãŠØã¥ã ÔãÌãóàã¥ã ½ãò ‚ãã¹ã‡ãŠã ÖããäªÃ‡ãŠ ÔÌããØã¦ã Öõ ! ãä¶ãÌãñª¶ã Öõ ãä‡ãŠ ‚ã¹ã¶ãã ©ããñü¡ã-Ôãã Ôã½ã¾ã ªñ‡ãŠÀ Ö½ãò ‚ã¹ã¶ãñ ½ãîÊ¾ãÌãã¶ã ãäÌãÞããÀ ºã¦ãã†âý
 b½½½½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½¾g½j½½½Â½½½Ö~½Ë°Ð"
ÖÀ ‚ãâ‡ãŠ
‚ããä£ã‡ãŠ¦ãÀ ‚ãâ‡ãŠ
‡ãŠ¼ããè-‡ãŠ¼ããÀ ‡ãŠãñƒÃ ‚ãâ‡ãŠ
g½j½Ëcb½¼g½j½°½Ã½Ö~½°Ï
2. ‚ã¹ã¶ãñ ½ã¶ãÞããÖñ ãäÌãÓã¾ããò ‡ãŠãñ ãäÞããä¶Ö¦ã ‡ãŠÀò :
‡ãŠãÀãñºããÀ †Ìãâ ‡ãŠã¾ãÃ-¶ããèãä¦ã:
‚ã£¾ãàã †Ìãâ ¹ãÆºãâ£ã ãä¶ãªñÍã‡ãŠ/ãä¶ãªñÍã‡ãŠãò/‡ãŠãÀãñºããÀ ¹ãÆ½ãìŒããò ‡ãñŠ ÔãâªñÍã
ãä¶ãØããä½ã¦ã Ôã½ããÞããÀ
¦ãñÊã †Ìãâ ØãõÔã „²ããñØã
‚ããù›ãñ½ããñºããƒÃÊã „²ããñØã
ÌãõãäÍÌã‡ãŠ †Ìãâ ‚ãâ¦ãÀãÃÓ›Èãè¾ã ½ãìªáªò
¹ãÆºãâ£ã¶ã ãäÌãÓã¾ã
Ôãã½ãã¶¾ã ÂãäÞã ÌããÊãñ ãäÌãÓã¾ã :
Ì¾ããä§ãŠØã¦ã „¹ãÊããäº£ã¾ããú
‡ãŠÊãã †Ìãâ ÔãâÔ‡ãðŠãä¦ã
ÔÌããÔ©¾ã ÔãâÀàã¥ã
ãäÌããä£ã
¹ã¾ããÃÌãÀ¥ã
ãäÌã—ãã¶ã †Ìãâ ¹ãÆãõ²ããñãäØã‡ãŠãè
¾ãã¨ãã †Ìãâ ¹ãìŠÀÔã¦ã
Ôãâ¹ããª‡ãŠ ‡ãŠãñ ¹ã¨ã
ÔãìÀàãã
¹ããäÀÌããÀ
3.

‡ãðŠ¹ã¾ãã ¹ãñ›Èãñ ¹ÊãÔã ½ãò Íãããä½ãÊã ‡ãŠÀ¶ãñ ‡ãñŠ ãäÊã† ‡ãŠãñƒÃ ¶ã¾ãã ãäÌãÓã¾ã Ôãì¢ãã†â :
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 g½Êj½½½½¾½½½½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½g½j½Â²½Æ½¦½½½g½j½q½½½½g½jÌ
„§ã½ã

‚ãÞœã

‚ããõÔã¦ã

ºãìÀã

†‡ãŠª½ã ºãìÀã

ãäÌãÓã¾ã
‚ããÌãÀ¥ã
½Ö~½Ë½Ìb½½®½½½½Â
ãäÊãŒã¶ãñ ‡ãŠãè ÍãõÊããè
Êãñ‚ãã„› †Ìãâ Â¹ãÀñŒãã
œã¾ãããäÞã¨ã¥ã
Ôã½ã¾ã ¹ãÀ Ôãì¹ãìªÃØããè
 ½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½½½½Ëw¢½Ë½¾¤½½½g½Ëj®½½½½Ë½®½¼½¼}½½Õq½½È½½½½½½°Ïg½k½½Ì½¾g½jp
½ãì¢ãñ ¹ãÆãñ¦ÔãããäÖ¦ã ‡ãŠÀ¦ãã Öõ
q½½½g½j½½Âg½j½®½½Ë½°Ï 
____________________________________________
½ãñÀñ ¹ãÆªÍãÃ¶ã ‡ãŠãñ ºãñÖ¦ãÀ ºã¶ãã¶ãñ ½ãò ÔãÖã¾ã¦ãã ‡ãŠÀ¦ãã Öõ
‚ã¶¾ã:
 ½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½Ö~g½jb½½½½Ëg½k½½½¾g½j½½°Ï"
‡ãŠãñƒÃ Øããä¦ããäÌããä£ã ÍãìÂ ‡ãŠãè Öõ ¾ãã „Ôã½ãò ãäÖÔÔãã ãäÊã¾ãã Öõ
¹ãñ›Èãñ ¹ÊãÔã ½ãò ÊãñŒã ¹ãÆ‡ãŠããäÍã¦ã ãä‡ãŠ¾ãã
®w½½jg½j½¸½½½Âg½Ëj®½½½q½½½g½j½½Â½½¼w½Â 


‚ã¶¾ã ‡ãŠãÀãñºããÀ ÔãÖ¾ããñãäØã¾ããò Ôãñ Ôãâ¹ã‡ãÃŠ ãä‡ãŠ¾ãã
_____________________________________________
Ôãâ¹ããª‡ãŠ ‡ãŠãñ ¹ã¨ã ¾ãã ƒÃ-½ãñÊã ãäÊãŒãã
‚ã¶¾ã
 ½¾½x¤½Ë¦½½½Ìg½j½Ï½®½½¤½Ël½½¾¦½½½b½½¼½®½½½Â½°½°Ï"
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 b½½½g½j½Ë½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½Ì®½½®½Ëb½½¾}½g½jg½k½½½®½¼°Ï"
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 b½½½g½j½Ë½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½Ì®½½®½Ëg½j½g½k½½½®½¼°Ï"
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 b½½½½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½Ìg½j½Ï½®½Ë¤½Ël½½¾¦½½½Ë½½½®½¼g½jÌ²½Ë"
¦½½¾g½k½²½½d½¤½½¾}½½½Ô 

‡ãŠÖããä¶ã¾ããú
‡ãŠãäÌã¦ãã†ú
¾ãã¨ãã ÔãâÔ½ãÀ¥ã
œã¾ãããäÞã¨ã¥ã
‚ã¶¾ã
 g½k½½b½½½½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½Ìg½j½Ëc½½¾¦½½½½½®½Æ}½½®½Æ|½½½½¸½½°Ì²½Ë"
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
g´Áj´´´b´´´Â´´Â´Ã´µ´´´µ´´µl´{´m´´´g´j´´¹ÃÎ
 ½½½½Ëw¢½Ë½¾¤½½½g½Ëj®½½½b½½½g½j½g½k½½®½¼½¼}½°Ï"
Ô›ã¹ãŠ
¹ãòÍã¶ã ¼ããñØããè
 b½½½g½j½Âb½½½Æg½k½½°Ï"
25 ÌãÓãÃ Ôãñ ‡ãŠ½ã

25 Ôãñ 34

 b½½½g½j½Ï½°Ï"
½ããäÖÊãã

¹ãìÂÓã

‡ãŠãÀãñºããÀãè Ôãâºãâ£ã
35 Ôãñ 49

‚ã¶¾ã
50 Ôãñ 64

_________________________________
65 ‚ããõÀ ‚ããä£ã‡ãŠ

‚ãã¹ã‡ãŠã Ôã½¹ã‡ãÃŠ ¹ã¦ãã: (Ìãõ‡ãŠãäÊ¹ã‡ãŠ)
¶ãã½ã ‚ããõÀ ¹ãª : .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Êããñ‡ãñŠÍã¶ã/¹ã¦ãã:
Ôã½¹ã‡ãÃŠ ¶ãâ:
ƒÃ½ãñÊã :

.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................

¹ãñ›Èãñ ¹ÊãÔã ¹ããŸ‡ãŠØã¥ã ÔãÌãóàã¥ã ½ãò ¼ããØã Êãñ¶ãñ ‡ãñŠ ãäÊã† £ã¶¾ãÌããª!!
b½½½g½Ëj½Ëq½Ë½¾¦½¸½½½Ì®½Ë°½ÌfË®½½Â½½¾½g½j½½½½½Ë½Ì½½¾½¤½Ë²½½Âq½Ï®½½Âb½½½¸½½°½Ë°Ð×
g½Êj½½½b½½½½½j½Â{½Ïg½jº½Ë½½Â½®½¼¦½½½½½b½½Ìg½j½Ëb½½¦½½½¾½½g½Ëj½½®½½Ëq½Ì×
®½¼½½g½j½Ëw¢½Ë¤½®½½ ½{f¦½¼½½Âb½½½½½½Ëw¢½Ë½¾¤½½½g½j½Ó½½ÍË§½½½¾¤½
½½½½¦½½f¦½¼g½j½Â½½½Ó½½Ë{½Ë¤½½{c®wËw½½Â½½Â½¼½Æ¼½c

PETRO PLUS READERSHIP SURVEY
Welcome to the Petro Plus Readership Survey! Kindly spare a few moments of your time to give us your valued opinion.
1.
2.

How often do you read Petro Plus?
 Most issues
 Every issue

 Occasional issues

 Never read an issue

Please tick the topics that interest you :
Business and Strategy:
 Corporate news
 Global & international issues

 Messages from C&MD/Directors/ Business heads
 Automobile Industry

 Oil & Gas Industry
 Management Topics

General Interest Topics :
 Personal achievements
 Science & Technology

 Art & Culture
 Travel & Leisure

 Health Care
 Letters to editor

 Legal
 Safety

 Environment
 Family

3.

Please suggest any new topics that you wish Petro Plus should cover :

4.

Please rate the quality of Petro Plus on the following:
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Content




Cover




Ease of reading




Writing style




Layout and design




Photography




Timely delivery




“Petro Plus strengthens my personal connection to Bharat Petroleum as it …”
 Motivates me
 Serves as a source of information
 Helps me improve my job performance
 Other: ____________________________________

5.

Very Poor








6.

What actions have you taken as a result of reading Petro Plus
 Initiated or participated in an activity
 Published an article in Petro Plus
 Shared information with staff/colleague
 Contacted other business associates
 Wrote a letter or e-mail to the editor
 Other ______________________________________

7.

What article / topic has been the most memorable in the last year?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

What is it that you like most about Petro Plus?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

9.

What is it that you like least about Petro Plus?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

10. What are the articles/topics you would like to contribute to Petro Plus?
 Personal achievements

 Stories

 Poems

 Travelogues

 Photographs

 Others

11. Are there any changes or improvements you would like to suggest in Petro Plus?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Please provide the following information about yourself.
12. What is your relationship to Bharat Petroleum?
 Staff
 Pensioner
 Business Contact

 Other

13. What is your age?
 Under 25
 25 to 34

 50 to 64



 35 to 49

 65 and over

14. What is your gender?
 Female
 Male
Your communication address: (OPTIONAL)
Name & Designation : ……………………………………………………………………....……...............…………………..……
Location/Address

: ……………………………………………………………………....……...............…………………..……

Contact No:

: ……………………………………………………………………....……...............…………………..……

Email :
: ……………………………………………………………………....……...............…………………..……
Thank you for participating in the Petro Plus Readership Survey!!
;QWTXKGYUYKNNFGſPKVGN[JGNRWUVQRTQXKFG[QWYKVJVJGMKPFQHOCIC\KPG[QWYCPV
PLEASE SEND YOUR FEEDBACK TO:
THE EDITOR, PETRO PLUS, BRAND&PR, BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPORATION LTD.
Bharat Bhavan, 4&6 Currimbhoy Road, Ballard Estate, PB No: 688, Mumbai - 400 001.

Pics from a photographic exhibition by Sunil Kambli, TDU

Our C&MD, Mr. R.K. Singh
appreciates the visual feast !
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Hesš^es Hueme

